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ABSTRACT 
Let F(9) be a separable extension of degree n of a field F. 
Let 6 and D be integral domains with quotient fields F(9) and 
F respectively. Assume that 6 => D. A mapping ~ of 6 into the 
n X n D matrices is called a 6/D rep if (i) it is a ring iso-
morphism and (ii) it maps d 
matrices are also symmetric, 
onto dI whenever 
n 
~ is a 6/D symrep. 
d E D. If the 
Every _ 6/D rep can be extended. uniquely to an . F (e) /F rep. 
This extension is completely determined by the image of e. Two 
6/D reps are called equivalent if the images of 9 differ by a 
D unimodular similarity. There is a one -to-one correspondence between 
classes of 6/D reps and classes of 6 ideals having an n element 
basis over D. 
The condit i on that a given 6/D rep class contain a 6/D symrep 
c an be phrased in various ways. Using these formulations it is 
possible to (i) bound the number of symreps in a g iven c lass, 
(i i ) count t he number of symreps if F is finite , (iii) establish 
the existence of an F(9)/F symrep when n is odd, F is an 
algebra ic number field, and F(9) is totally real if F is formally 
real (for n = 3 see Sapiro, "Characteristic polynomials of symmetric 
matrices" Sibirsk. Mat. z. L (1962) pp. 280-291), and (iv) study the 
case D = z, the integers ( see Taus sky, "On matrix classes corresp ond-
ing to an ideal and its i nverse " Illinois J ~ Math. 1. (1957) pp . 108-113 
-iv-
and Faddeev, "On the characteristic equations of rational symmetric 
mat rices " Do kl . Akad. Nauk SSSR 58 (1947) PP· 753-754) . 
The case D = Z and n = 2 is studied in detail. Let 6_ I 
be an integral domain also having quotient field F(S ) and such that 
6_ I 2 6.. Let cj) be a 6./Z symrep. A method is given for finding a 
6.'/Z symrep e such that the 6. 1 ideal class corresponding to the 
class of e is an extension to 6.' of the 6. ideal class correspond-
ing to the class of ¢ . The problem of finding all 6./Z symreps 
equivalent to a given one is studied. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Let F(e) be a separable extension of a field F. It is 
cl ear that there is a set ~ of square F matrices isomorphic 
to F(e) with f E F corresponding to fl; one need only con-
sider the extension generated by the companion matrix of e. We 
wish the elements of ~ to be symmetric matrices. Krakowski (10] 
has shown that this can always be done if F is not f ormally real, 
and that for formally real .F it is necessary and sui'ficient that 
F(8) be totally real*. The minimum possible dimens ion of the 
symmetric matrices in such a set ~ i s not known. We shall study 
the case when this dimension is [F(8) : F]. 
Related problems deal with the characteristic polynomials of 
matrices. Let D be an integral domain with quotient field F. 
Let p(x) th . be an n degree manic D polynomial irreducible over F. 
When D is the integers, the n x n D matrix r oots of p(x) = 0 
have been studied by 
(i) Latimer and MacDui'fee (11] who established a correspondence 
between classes of ideals and classes of such matrices under similarity 
via a unimodular matrix, 
(ii) Taussky (16-19] who found the class corresponding to A' 
* Whenever F is f ormally real · and H 2 F, H is. said to be totally 
real if and only if H £;nR (RE R) where R is the set of real 
closures of F lying in the algebraic closure of H. 
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in terms of the class corresponding to AJ and studied the classes 
containing synunetric matrices when n = 2J and 
(iii) Faddeev [3] who studied the existence of· symmetric roots 
when n < 7. 
For D an algebraic number field and n = 3J Sapiro [14] used 
Af-adic analysis to show that p(x) = 0 has a symmetric 3 X 3 
D matrix r oot if and only if Krakowski's condition holds . 
We shall generalize the above questions and results. Suppose 
6 is an integral domain with subdomain D and quotient field G, 
a separable extension of degree n of FJ the quotient field of D. 
A r epresentation of 6 ov e r D (abbreviate d 6/D rep) is a ring 
isomorph ism of 6 onto a ring of n X n matrices over D such that 
d € D goes into 
6/D symrep. 
dl • 
n 
If the matrices are symmetric} we speak of a 
Sect ion I discusses the basic nature of 6/D reps and general-
izes the Latimer-MacDuff ee and Taussky correspondences (Theorem 1.5). 
· The nature of 6/D symreps is studied in Section II. Theorem 
2.2 reformulates the question of exi stence of symreps i n a given 
cl ass of 6/D reps in a var iety of ways . These depend on the 
orthogonality of the characteristic vectors of a symmetric matrix. 
This l eads to a formul ation in t erms of quadratic forms. Let 01. 
be in the class of ideals corresponding to the given rep class. By 
Theorem 1 . 5 t here is an n element basis cx1 J ... Ja:n for at. over 
D. There is a symrep in the given class if and only i f for some ·. 
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A E G the quadratic fonn ~Etrd/c AO .a.)x. x . is equivalent over 
l J l J 
D to a sum of n squares (see [14] whe r e D = F and G is re-
placed by a direct sum of fields, also see [3] where D = Z). In 
Theorem 2 .5 we bound the number of symreps i n a class by the 
cardinality of the group of orthogonal n X n D matrices times 
the cardinality of a quotient group of units in a suitable extension 
of 6. which depends on t he symrep class. 
In Section III the existence of G/F symreps is guaranteed 
when F is finite. The number of symreps is computed. 
In Section rJ we take F to be an algebraic number field. 
Theorem 4.1 generalizes a method of Sapiro to all odd n: the 
quadratic fonn problem of Section II mentioned above has a solution 
if and only if the corresponding problems do for all 1-adic 
completions of F. The infinite spots yield Kra.kowski's condition. 
A series of lemmas deals with the finite spots. This results in 
Theorem 4.2 which states that Krakowski's condition is necessary 
and suffi cient for the existence of G/F symreps when n is odd. 
Sect i on V briefly considers D w~ 
The easiest case in which D f F is the case D = Z and 
n = 2. This is dealt with in Section VI. We start by applying the 
results of Sections II and V (Theorems 6.2 and 6.3) 
(i) to show that a class containing symreps contains four 
(resp. eight) if there exists (resp. does not exist ) a unit of norm 
-1 in an appropriate extension of 6. which depends on the symrep 
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class (the same one as in .Section II), and 
(ii) to characte rize classes with symreps when 6 is the 
ring of integers in G. Nearly all of Theorem 6.3 is ·contained 
in Taussky's work [18,l9]. The remainder of the section uses 
special properties available when D = Z and n = 2 in order to 
deal with two questions. Let 6 1 be an integral domain also having 
quotient field G and such that 6 1 =>6. Let C be an ideal class 
of 6 corresponding to the class of a 6/D syrorep; if C is 
extended to an ideal class C' of /::,.', exhibit a syrorep (if any 
exist) in the corresponding class of 6 1 /D reps. This is solved 
by Theorem 6.4 and we find that such a symrep always exists if 6' 
is contai ned in the ring of integers of G. In the second problem 
we are g i ven a 6/D syrorep and asked to . find all equivalent ones. 
This is only partially solved. We introduce a functi on called the 
conjugator. A complete knowledge of its values would simplify the 
problem. All we can provide is a partial description of its nature 
(Theorem 6 .6). 
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I. REPRESENTATIONS IN GENERAL 
Throughout this thesis 6 will be an integral domain with 
subdomain D. The quotient fields will be G and F respectively. 
We assume that G is a separabl e extension of F of finite degree 
n. Thus G is a simple extension of F and we may write G = F(8) 
for some 8. 
Definition 1.1. A mapping <l>(o) taking every Q E 6 onto an 
n x n matrix over D is a representation of 6 i n D if 
(i) <l> is a iing isomorphism ·and 
(ii) whenever d e D we have <l> (d) = dI . We abbrevi ate this 
n 
to 6/D rep. If the matrices are symmetric , <l> is call e d a 6/D 
syip.rep. Let <l> and '¥ be two 6/D reps . I f there exists a D 
unimodular matrix T (i .e. , a matrix over D whose determinant is 
a D unit ) such that 
<l> is equival ent to '¥. 
-1 T<l>(o)T = '¥(et) for all Q e 6 , t hen we say 
Lemma 1 .1. The above definition leads to.an equivalence rela-
tion. Further, if T is an n x n D unimodular matrix and <l> is 
a 6/D rep , then T<l> (cx)T-l = '¥(a ) defines another ·6/D rep. 
Proof . I f A is a D matrix and T is a D unimodul ar 
matrix and both are n X n , then TAT-l is a D matrix . Since 
ITS ! = !Tl ·Isl and the units in D form a ·group, t he n x n 
D unimodular mat.rices form a group. Write T ( <l> ) = '¥ . if 
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T <t>(cx )T-l ='¥(ex ) for all ex E 6. Then we have (TS) (<P) = T(S(<t> )). 
The lemma follows from the closure and inverse properties of a 
group . 
When we specialize 6 t-o G and -D to F) we have one of the 
questions mentioned in the Introduction. The problem of symmetric 
D matrix roots of irreducible characteristic polynomials over D 
is also included. To see this , tal~e 6 = D[e], where 8 is a root 
of the polynomial in question, then apply t he following lemma. 
Lemma l.2. Let <t> be a 6/D rep and l et ex E 6 . If p (x) is 
a D polynomial, then <t>(p(cx)) = p(<t>(cx)) . Further, the character-
istic roots of <t>(cx) are the conjugates of ex over F. 
Proof. Write Then 
---
<t> (p (ex)) p (<t>(cx)) • 
Let q(x) be an irreducible F polynomial for ex. Since F is 
the quotient field of D, there is an m f 0 in D such that 
p(x) = mq(x) is a D polynomial. Now 0 = <t>(p(cx) ) = p(<t>(cx)). 
Hence eve ry characteristic root of ~EaF is a r oot of p(x) = 0. 
From the lemma we see that if there is .a 6/D r ep, then every 
element in 6 is a zero of an nth degree monic D polynomial, the 
characteristic polynomial of its image . If 6 = D[8]) this con-
dition on elements of 6 is sufficient to guarantee a 6/D rep 
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(but not a 6./D symrep), for we may take <I> (e) to be the com-
panion matrix for the monic D polynomial for e. In general it is 
not known if the condition that the e l ement s of 6. satisfy monic nth 
degree D polynomials is sufficient to guarantee a 6./D rep. The 
corollaries to Theorem 1.5 will give addit i onal results on this 
question . Sometimes it is useful to note that i f 6. 1 is an integral 
domain such t hat 6./6.' and 6. 1 /D r eps (symreps) exist , then there 
is a 6./D rep (symrep) . To see this, let El and <I> be the 
6_/6_ I and 6.YD reps respectively and define 
(a . . ) = El (a:) and a E 6. . lJ 
The l emma is also useful in showing 
'f(a:) = (<I> (a .. )) where lJ 
Theorem 1.1. Every 6./D rep <I> can be extended to a G/F rep 
in exactly one way. We shall refer to this extension as <I> also. 
The image of -1 a is the matrix·inverseof <I>(a ). If <I> is a 
symrep, so is the extension. A partial converse is true: given D 
and a G/F rep <I>, there is a 6. with quotient f i eld G such 
that <I> is an extension of a 6./D rep. 
Proof. If a i o, then <I>(a) has no characteristic roots 
equal to zero by the lemma. Thus <I>(a:) is nonsingular. The quotient 
field of <I>(6.) under matrix inverse p r ovides a G/F rep which is an 
extension of <I> . Let 'f be an extension of <I> to G. I f a: E 6., 
then I <I> (1) 
~c~F-1 d w 
'*' ...,. an so :r i s uniquely determined on G, the quot ient field 
of 6. 
where 
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We prove the partial converse . Suppose 
Let a = ( IT f3 . . ) e. 
i,j lJ Then 
extens ion of a D[a]/D . rep. 
~EeF = ((a . . /f3 . . )) lJ lJ 
~ is the 
Corollary l.l .l. The nature of a 6/D rep is completely 
determined by t h e image of 8 under t he extension to a G/F rep . 
The 6/D rep i s a symrep if and only if the image of e is symmetric. 
Two 6/D reps ~ and ~ are equivalent if and only if for some 
D unimodular matrix T 
q~EUFq-l = !(8) . 
Proof. The result is clea r since G = F (8) and f or f € F, 
the image is fI 
n 
) 
We shall find it convenient to deal with ~EeF rather than ~K 
I 
The above corol lary shows t hat this is possible . 
Definit ion l. 2 . Let ~ be a 6/D rep (symrep) with ~EU F A. 
We shall speak of the 6/D r ep (symrep ) A and the equivalence 
class C\A) = (B : !(8) = B and ! i s equivalent t o ~}K 
By Corollary 1.1 .1, C(A) = (B B = TAT-l f or some D unimodular 
matrix T} . 
In the p roof of Lemma l.2 the condition ~Ed F dI for d € D 
n 
was essential. I t is also of central importance in our late r work . 
The following example shows that much of our work would not hold if 
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we removed the condition ~EdF = dI . 
n 
It is suggested that the 
reader refer to it later if any ~uestion as to the usefulness of 
the condition arises . Let. .D' be an integral domain, x an in -
determinate , D = D' [xn], and 6. = D' [x ] . Let g. be a finite set 
of positive integers . Let a matrix Ek be defined for each k € g. 
such that 
( i ) 2 Ek= Ek all k € g. 
(ii ) 2: d i m Ek = n (sum over k € g.) 
( i i i) for some k € g we h ave Ek i 0 . 
For p(x) € 6. define ~EpExFF = 2: $ p(xkn)Ek (direct sum over 
k € 8.). Then ~ satisfies all the conditions for a 6./D rep except 
possibly ~Ed F 
ring ·isomorphism 
E = 2 (1). 
dI whenever d € D. We can even extend it to a 
n 
on G. As an example let n = 2 and El = (0) and 
The fact that F is not a finite extension of its pri me field 
i s essential in this type of example. We shall see that ~EdF = dI 
n 
is redundant when F is its prime field and nearly redundant when 
F is a finite extension of its prime field. 
Theorem 1 . 2 . If F is Q. or the integers modulo a prime and 
~ is a ring isomorphic map of 6. onto a set of n X n matrices 
over D, then ~ is a 6./D rep . 
Proof. . Let k and m · b e integers and let ~ (1) = E . Then 
~ EkF = ~ElF + + ~ (l) = kE and, when k/m € D, 
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m<D(k/m) = m<D (l)<D(k/m) = <D(m)<D(k/m) = <D(k ) = kE . Since F 
own prime fie l d, <D(d) = dE f or d E D. We must show that 
is its 
E = I 
n 
We may choose a E 6 so that G = F(a ) and <D(a) is a· D matri x . 
Let p(x) =~aKxi be the characteristic polynomial of <D(a). Then 
1. 
0 = p(<Ii(cx))E = 2::a.E<D(cx)i = 2::<Ii(a.)<D(cxi) = <aE~aKcxiF = <D(p(cx )). Since 
1. 1. 1. 
p(a) E 6 and <Ii is an isomorphism, p(a) = 0 . The monic irreducible 
F p olynomi al q for a ha s degree [F(cx) : F ] = n and q divides 
p which is of degree n. Thus p = q. Hence zero is not a root of 
p = O. Thus <Ii(a) is nonsingular. Since <Ii(a ) = <Ii(a)E , it follows 
that E = I . 
n 
When F is a finite extension of its prime field we cannot 
hope to get a result as strong as Theorem 1 .2 since automorphisms 
of G need not be t r ivial on F . The best we can hope for is that 
dl will be the image of erd where er is an is omorphism of 
n 
F into the field G. This is in fact true. 
Theorem 1 .3 . Let F be a finite extension of its prime fie l d 
IT. Let 8 map 6 ring isomorphically into n x n D matrices . 
Then there is a unique extension of 8 to a r ing is~morphism e* 
of G into n x n F matrices . There is an isomorphism er . of G 
1 nto its normal completion such that 
e*er (a) = e*(er(cx)) - l for ex E er G. 
e*er is a - l er G/F rep where 
' · 
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Proof .. In the course of the proof we shall develop the 
diagram shown he re . 
n 
/\ 
1I(t') < . < G 
x K -< c F 
~ 
IT 
n 
= IT(cp ) 
n 
over 
F 
mxm 
over 
IT 
mn x mn 
over 
IT 
All finite extensions of IT are sepa rable so we may write G = IT(ijr) 
and F = IT(cp ) for s ome 1jr € 6. and cp € F. Let m = [ F: IT]. Let 
n be the algebraic closure of G. Let ¢ be the F/rr rep de-
t ermined by mapping cp onto its companion matrix. 
Define 'I:' (a) for a E 6. t o be (¢ (aij)) where (a .. ) = qi(a) .• J.J . 
By Theorem 1.2, 'I:' is a 6./rr r ep. By Theorem 1.1, 'I:' can be 
extended uni~uely to a G/rr rep . We have 'I'(a ) = E~Ea .. (a))) lJ 
for all a € G since 'I:' is extended to G by operations that can 
be performed blockwi se . Let 
extension of 8 to all of G 
e*(a) = (a .. (a )). This is clearly an lJ 
since 'I:' is a G/rr r ep. It is unique 
since if e** is an extension with e**(a) f e*(a) with a e G, 
the corresponding '¥' s a re unequal on a, contradicting the 
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uniqueness of the extension of 'l' to a G/IT rep. We h ave 
-rrI 'l'(-rr) = (<I>(a . . )) for 
rnn lJ 
7f E n where (aij) e*(?T) . Thus 
<I> (a .. ) = '7T and <I> (a .. ) 0 for i f j. Since <1> is an F /rr ll lJ 
rep we have a .. = '7T and a . . = 0 f or i =I j . Thus e*(?T) =: 7f1 . ll lJ n 
The roots of <1>E~F are t he conjugates of ~ over TI. By 
Lemma 1.2 appl ied to the G/IT rep 'l', the roots of 'l'(t) · are the . 
conjugat es of 1jr over TI . We have 
where 8(1jr) = (a . . ) and p. . is a 
lJ l J 
'l'(t ) = (<I>(aij )) = EpijE<f> E~ FF 
TI polynomi al such that 
p , KE~ F =a ... By Williamson ' s t heorem [21] the r oots of 'l'(t ) are 
lJ l J 
t he r oots of (p .. E~ (k))) f or 1 $ k $ m. I n particular, the roots 
lJ 
of 8(1jr ) = EpijE~FF are roots of 'l'(1jr ). Thus t he r oots of 8 (1Jr) 
are conjugates of 1jr over TI . Let one such r oot be 1jr '. Since 
8(1Jr ) is an n x n F matrix, ijr' has at most n conjugates over 
F . Thus [F(ijr ') IT] == [F (t ' ): F]·m $nm= [II (t ' ): TI]$ [F(t' ) · II]. 
Hence F (t') = TI (o/') and 1jr ' has n conjugates over F and 
F <; II (1jr' ). 
Let K == (a : e*(a) i s a scal ar matrix and a E G} . Since 
8(1Jr) has distinct r oots t here is an n matr i x S such that 
S8(1Jr)S-l = diag (ijr', ... ) where t he ent r ies are t he conjugates of 
ijr' ove r F . For any a E G the re is a II polynomial Pa such 
that pa(o/) = a . Thus we have that e*(a) i s scalar if and only if 
* -1 se (a)S = diag (pa(t'), .. . ) is scalar . Thus K = (p (ijr) : p (t') E F 
and p is a IT polynomial}. As II (t ') 2 F, there is an iso-
morphism () : F H K such that (J'(p(1Jr ')) = p (t) . Consequently 
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we may extend a- to an isomorphism of G. Consider $*0-. Let 
p be a TI pol ynomial. If p(¥ ') E F, then e*o-(p(IJr')) 
s -lp ( 1jr I ) I ~ p ( 1jr ' ) I . 
n n 
It was mentioned in the introduction that the study of 6/D 
r ep classes is r elated to ideal classes . We shall establish this 
correspondence in precise terms after we have formulated the concept 
of an M-ideal. 
Definition 1.3. A fractional ide al <n of 6 is a nonempty 
subset of G such that CJ?. + at. <; 01- and 6 OZ<; (J'l.., and for 
some {.. e 6 we have en <; 6/A . If O'l has an n element basis 
when regarded as a module over D we say that ()L is an M-ideal 
(of 6 over D) and cal l such a basis a module basis. 
I deals of orders in algebraic numbe r fie l ds need not be M-ideals; 
however, it is well known t h at when D = Z every ideal is an M- ideal . 
There is only on e M- ideal of G over F, namely G itself with 
n-1 1,8, ... , 8 as a b as is . These observations will be useful later . 
Theore m 1.4. Let g_ b e a column vector whose components form 
a module basis for the M- ideal tJl.. • We call q an mbv for oz.. 
(!!!odule ]2.asis y_ector). Let C (oz.) = (f.. ?Z- : 1' E G) '· the class of 
ideals equivalent to tn, Le t M(g_) be the n x n matrix 
(1) (n) (g_ ' ... ,g_ ) where i s the ith c onjugate of a . These 
notations will be used throughout the thes is . We have 
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(1 ) C ( oz ) contains only M-ideals; 
(2) .e_ is another mbv for en. if and only if 'lg_ = f2. for 
some D unimodul ar matr ix T; 
(3) IM (g) I f 0 ; 
(4) M(g) 1 -l = M(f2.) where ~ is an mbv f or oz.0 the complementary 
i deal ( (11." = {"A e: G : tr "Aµ e: D for all µ e: a ) ) . 
(1) 
(2 ) 
Proof. 
If "A e: G, 
If Tg = ~ 
versely, if 
D matrices 
then ),. C!l, has mbv f.q . 
wher e T is · D unimodular, then 13 . e: fJZ. • 
l. 
Thus 
Since -1 T is a D matrix, considering 
so ()Z. £ Z,. . Thus CR. = "/r . Con-
~ is an mbv for ()'t. ' Tg = ~ and Sf2. = 9'. for 
T and s. Thus ST = I so Is l · IT! = 1. Since 
Is I, !Tl e: D, they ar e D units . 
(3) Cl earl y a is an rnbv for G over F . Since the extension is 
(4) 
separable, IM (g) I f 0. 
By the cofactor formula for inve rses , the entries in the jth 
col umn of M(g_) I - 1 are symmetric funct ions in 
e(1) , . . . ,e (j -1 ) , e(j+l ), .. . , eCn)_ Thus they lie in F(S(j )) ; 
i n fact , if a .. l J 
lying in F(S (j) ) 
and a i k are entries , they are conjugates 
and F(S (k ) ) respectively. This gives us 
M(g) 1 -l = M(f2.) 
an ideal since 
µ e: oi, and 
for some 13. e: G. 
l 
It is clear that 
"). 'n e: ,....o 
/\ ''I V" gives tr("A + T))µ e: D for all 
is 
5 e: /::,. gives tr(5f..)µ = tr f..(5µ) e: D f or all 
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µ E az. since 6. oz.. <;; (lt We have 
(Jl" = {/\ E G tr /\µ E D f or all µ E OZ. } 
(/\ E G tr /\a. ED i = l,2, ... ,n} since g is an mbv 
l. 
= (/\ E G 
Now M(g)!!! = £ 
M(g)m = £ where . mi = A (i) and di E D). 
-l if and only if !!!' = £' M (g)' = £DME~FK 
This is equivalent to A E E~lD~O I ... I~nFK Thus ~ is an mbv 
for the M-ideal or. 0 • 
We can now establish the basic link between M-ideals and 6/D 
reps. The proof foll ows Taussky [l6, 19] where the result is es -
tablished for D = z. 
Theorem l.5. For a given 6 and D there is a one -to- one 
corresp ondence between all classes of M- ideals and all classes of 
6/D reps. One such correspondence is given by C( ot) ~C{AF 
-1 ( ) _ . ( (1) (n)) where A= M(g)J(9 )M(g) , the matrix J 9 - diag 9 , ... ,e , 
and g is an mbv f or C7L • We shall use this correspondence through-
out the thesis . If C(£n) corresponds to C(A), t hen C(Ol- 0 ) 
corresponds to C (A' ) . 
Proof . The equat i on -1 A = M(g)J(9)M(g) i s equivalent to 
Ag(i) = e(i)g(i) for i = 1 , 2 , . .. ,n . Thus A is an F matrix . 
Further, an n X n F matrix A is a G/F r ep if and only if it 
:has a r oot e . Then for some with a. e G. Then 
J 
Ag(i) = e ( i )g(i). Such a matrix A is a 6/D rep if and only if 
p (A) is a D matrix whenever p (e ) E 6 and p is an F polynomial. 
Since p(A)g = p(e)g, it foll ows that A is a !:!./D rep if and 
only if g is an mbv for the ideal (cx1 , ... ,an). 
It remains to show that the correspondence is a well defined 
mapping of classes in both directions . Since M(?Q) = M(g)J("A) 
for }. E G, -1 we have A = M(/\g)J(9)M(/\g) . Thus )\ Ol. and O"?. 
give rise to the same 1:!./D reps under the correspondence of the 
theorem. If ex is one mbv for tn, then by Theorem .1.4 (2), 
we have that [j is another if and only if Tg = ~ for some D 
unimodular T. Then TAT-l =·M (§.)J(9)M(§.(1 so that C(oi) -7C (A) 
is well defined. We now must show that C (A) -7 C ( ot) is well defined. 
If T is · a D unimodular matrix, A = M(g)J(9)M(g(1, and 
TAT-l = MEfOKFgEUFM ~F-1I then it suffices to show that 
ME~F = TM(g)J(I\) for some A E G. Let B = M(12.) -1TM(g). Since 
TM(g)J(e)(TM(g))-l = TAT-l = M(f2.)J(9)M(f2.)-1 , we have that B and 
J(e) commute. Since J(9) is diagonal and the conjugates of e 
are distinct, B is diagonal. By Theorem 1.4 (4) there is a 1 
with components in G such that M(§.) -l = M(t_)'. Thus 
(" ) B = J (I\) b .. = L. . k (ry j t jkcxk) 1 and so for some A E G. 11 J, 
Finally we have A' = M(g) 1 - 1J(9)M(g)' = M(§.)J(9)M(§.)-l where 
ft is an mbv for tn. 0 by Theorem l . 4 (4). 
Corollary 1.5 . l . There is a 1:!./D rep if and only if there is 
an M-ideal of !:!. over D. 
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Corollary 1.5.2. If D = Z and r is the ring of algebraic 
integers i n G, then there is a 6/Z rep if and only if 6 s; r. 
Proof. Suppose a E 6 and a~ r. Then a satisfies no 
monic Z polynomial. However, a satisfies the characteristic 
polynomial of its image under any 6/Z rep. Thus no 6/Z reps can 
exist if 6 cl: r. Suppose 6 s; r. It suffices to consider the case 
6 = r since the case 6 Cr follows by restricting a r/z rep. 
There are M-ideals of r over z. 
Corollary 1.5.3. If A is a 6/D symrep and BE C(A), then 
BI E c (A). 
Proof . Since C(A) C (B), we have C (B' ) = C (A' ) = C (A). 
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II . SYMMETRIC REPRESENTATIONS IN GENERAL 
One might hope that the most naive conjecture is true : whenever 
A' E C(A) then C(A) contains a 6/D -symre:p. This is false . A 
counterexample can eas ily be constructed as follows . Assume that the 
manic irreducible F :polynomial for e is a D :polynomial . Let 
6 = D[S). Since (1) is an M-ideal, 6/D reps exist, and since 
(1) 0 E C((l)) by Lemma 2.1, the rep class corresponding t o C((l)) 
contains its transposes by Theorem 1 .5 . If F is formally real 
and G is not totally real, Krakowski ' s condition [10], mentioned i n 
the Introduction, assures us that no 6/D symre:ps exist . Theorem 
6.3 (2) enabl es us to construct exampl es in which 6/D symre:ps 
exist and for C(A) corre sponding to C((l)) we have A' E C(A) 
but C (A) has no symre:ps (see [18 J). 
One may then ask what conditions beyond A' E C(A) are needed . 
There seems to be no natural answer in terms of M- ideal classes unless 
D has further properties . One such property is that defined below. 
Definition 2.1 . We say that S(G,D) holds if (a) if F is 
formally real, G is totally r eal and (b) for all W such that 
(i) w is a symmetric n xn D unimodula r matrix, 
(i i ) lwl is a square in D, 
(iii) w is positive definite if F is formally real, and 
(iv) w = TT ' is solvable for an n x n matrix T over the 
algebraic closure of F, if F is of characteristic 2, 
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we have that W = TT ' is solvable over D. 
The following theorem gives some cases in which S(G,D) holds . 
It will prove quite useful later . 
Theorem 2 .1. (1) S(G,D) holds for finite D •. 
(2) S(G,Z) holds for n$7 and G totallyreal. 
Proof. (1) Since D is a finite integral domain, D = F . Let 
w be as in the defini t i on for S(G,D). If F does not have charac - . 
terist ic 2, then S(G, D) holds since the class of a quadratic form 
x'Wx over F with lwl f 0 is dete rmined by lwl · F2 and n 
[11, p . 157]. 
We assume that F h a s characteristic 2. If w is as in the 
definition for S(G,D) , we shall show that some w .. f 0 . Then 
.:.J ll 
two F transformations will be given which c an be combined t6 put 
W in diagonal form over F . This will be sufficient s ince every 
element in a f i nite field of charact e ristic 2 is a square. 
Let W = TT' ove r t he algebra ic c l osure of F.. If S 
the n I = SWS ' . 
2: . . s 1 .s1 .(w . . l<J l J lJ 
w .. f 0. ll 
2 Thus 1 = 2:. . s1 . w . . s1 . = 2: . s1 . w. . + i ,J l lJ J l l ll 
2 
+ w . . ) = 2: . s1 .w.. s ince W = W' . Thus some Jl l l ll 
We may suppose w11 f 0 . Let ck = w1k/w11 and 
-1 
T ' 
R 
. -20-
c 
n 
0 
1 
0 
It is easily verified that jRj = 1 and RWR' = w11I 1 ev where 
V is an (n - 1) x (n - 1) symmetric F matrix. We may repeat 
the above procedure on V. Eventually we arrive at the case 
SWS' =A <&)V where A= diag(a1 , ... ,8k), S is an F matrix with 
Isl = 1 and (a) V is a symmetric F matrix with v. . = 0 for 
. J..J.. 
all i or (b) V is of dimension zero. I n t he latter case the 
proof is . complete. In the former case we shall exhibit an F 
transformation Q with QSWS'Q'= A<&) B, jQj r O, and bll r 0. 
We can then proceed as above using B. Since I SWS' I i O, we have 
IAI r 0 and lvl i 0. Since all v .. J..J.. o, we may assume vl2 r o. 
Let E be the dimV x dimA matrix with e 21 = 1 the only nonzero 
entry. Let 
Q = c v~-l I ~·F · 
Then sin ce A A' and V = V' and F has characteristic 2: 
Q(A <&) V)Q' = (A + E'VE 
VE+ VE 
E'V + E'V 
(VE)A-l (VE) I 
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Then (VE) .. = 51 .v . 2 gives (VE)A-
1 (VE)' 
lJ J l 
b 11 f 0 . Expansion of IQI by minors using successively t h e 
2nd 3rd d"rnAth ) ) ..• ) l rows gives 
1 0 1 0 .•. 0 
vl 2 /xll 
v22/xll I 
IQI = . 
E . . " . 1 th 2nd 4th 5th d"mB 1st xpans1on using success i ve y e , , , ... , i + 
columns gives 
1 1 
since the v .. = 0 by assumption. 
ll 
1 1 
= 1 , 
0 1 
(2) This well known result in the theory of ~uadratic forms 
can be found i n [12, p . 330]. 
The result of Krakowski mentioned in the Introdu ction indicates 
a fundament al diffe r ence between the formally real and not formally 
real cases . At times we shall make a statement such as "if G is 
totally r eal, f\ is totally positive." In view of Krakowski' s 
result , such a condition on f\ would then apply whenever F is 
f ormally real and G/F symreps exist . 
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Many of the results in this thesis depend on being able to 
view the concept of symreps in terms of other ideas . The following 
theorem l ists a variety of conditions which are eQuivalent t o the 
existence of a symrep in a given c l ass . The conditions can be 
found scatt e red in the literature [3,4, 14,17], some implicitl y , .some 
explicitly, but not as general as in the t heorem . By the inner 
product (g_, 12_) we shall mean Lf::I. . i:i. • • 
. 11-'1 
Theorem 2 . 2. Let A be a 6./D rep with C (A) corresponding 
to C ( oi). The following conditions are e Quivalent. 
(1 ) C(A) contains a 6./D symrep . 
(2) For every B e: C (A) there is a D unimodular matrix T such 
that T'TB = B'T'T. 
(3) There is an mbv ex f or O'L and a µ e: G such that 
M(g_)'M(g_) = J(µ). A 6./D symrep in C(A) is M(g_)J(9 )M(g_f1, 
further ()1., = µ (!( 0 and, if F is formally real, . G is 
t otally real and µ is totally positive. 
(4) There is an mbv g_ for 0-Z. and a f... e: G such t hat 
M(g) J(f... )M(g_) I I. We may take /...µ = 1 and ex as in (3). 
(5) For some /... e: G and every mbv ~ for 07.. , there is a D 
unimodular matrix T such that ME~FgEfKKKFME~FD =TT'. 
We may replace "every" by "some 11 in (2) and (5). 
Proof . (1) ~ (2 ). We may assume A = A' . If TBT-l = A 
whe r e T is a D unimodular mat r ix, then T ' TB = T'AT = T'A 'T 
B'T'T. 
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(2):::::} (l). 
(l) ~ (3) . 
If T'TB = B'T'T, -1 -L let E = TBT = T' l3'T ' = E'. 
By Theorem l .5 , -1 A has t he fonn M(g) J (8)M(g) , 
where g is an mbv for O""l and a characteristic vector for A. 
Since A has distinct roots 8 (i), its charact eri stic vectors are 
g(i) (l ~ i ~ n). Since a matrix with distinct characteristic roots 
i s symmetric if and only if i ts characteristic ve ct ors a r e orthogonal, 
we have A = A' if and onl y if M(g) 'M(g) = J ( (g,g)) = J(µ) . From 
M(g) = M(g) 1 - 1J (µ) and Theorem l.4 (4), we have 01.. = µm.0 • Since 
2 µ=Lai' Krakowski's theor em completes the proof. 
(3) ~ (4) Both statements are eg_uivalent to M(g)-l 
J(f- )M(g)' . 
(4) ~ (5) The mbv ' s for (Jt are related by n x n D uni -
modular mat rices according to Theorem l.4 (2). Hence if 
M(g)J(f- )M(g) I = I and §. is another mbv, then §. = Tg_ for some 
D unimodular T and MEiO_FgEf-FME~F I = TT '. Conversely, if 
ME~Fg Ef-FME§KFD = TT' we set g = tr-l§_. 
The replacement of "eve ry " by "some " f ollows from the proof of 
(2) ::::? (l) and (5) ::::? (4) . 
Cor ollary 2.2.l. (Gene r a l izes a r esult of Faddeev [3] .) If F 
does not have characteristic 2 and i f A is a 6/D rep with 
C (A) ~ C (07) and if g is an mbv for 07.., then there is a 6/D 
symrep i n C(A) if and only i f there is a A~ G such t hat t he 
g_uadratic form whe re ~ i s an indeterminate , is 
-24- . 
equivalent over D to a sum of n squares . 
Proof. We may write the quadratic form condition as 
~DMEgFgEAFMEgFD~ = X'Y where y = qD~ and T is a D unimodular 
matrix . Hence M(g)J(A)M(g)' =TT' is equivalent to the quadratic 
form condition. Now apply (1) and (5) of the theorem. 
Corollary 2.2.2. Assume that S(G,D) holds and that A is a 
6./D rep with C (A) corresponding to C ( ot.). The following con-
ditions are equivalent. 
(1) C(A) contains a 6./D symrep . 
(2) There is an mbv g for O"t- and a /\ E G which is totally 
positive if F is fonnally real such that M(g)J(/\)M(g)' is 
a D matrix whose detenninant is the square of a D unit. 
Proof. (1) ='> (2) Use parts (1), (5), and (3) of the theorem. 
(2) ='> (1) We use Definition 2 .1 with W = M(g)J(/\)M(g)' and 
T ~ M(g) .J J(/\). Suppose F is formall y real, then T is over the 
real closure of F and x'Wx = EqD~qD~F > 0 if ~ f Q. 
Coroil~ry 2.2.3. If S(G, D) holds and every D unit (totally 
positive D unit if F is f ormally real) i s a square in D, then 
there is a 6./D symrep whose class corresponds to C ( Ot) if and 
only if OT.0 = /\ (J1.. for some A e G (with G totally real and /\ 
totally positive if F is formally real). 
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Proof. In matrix notation (JZ 0 = /\ tn. gives TM(g_) '-l = 
M (g_) J (/\) where g_ is an mbv for 01. and T is a D unimodular 
matrix . This is T = M(g)J(/\)M(g_)' . Use the previous corollary. 
Corollary 2 . 2.4. (Generalizes a theorem of Gorshkov [4 ].) 
There is a G/F symrep if and onl y if for some a1 , . . . ,an E G we 
have (g_ (i ) ,g_ (j)) = 0 for i f j and (g,g) f 0 . If F i s formally 
real, (g,g) f 0 may be weakened to a f Q. 
Proof . The fi rst part f ollows from (1) and (3) in the theorem. 
To prove t he weakened form it suffices to Show that G is formally 
real. Suppose G i s not f ormally real. Let R be a r eal closure 
of F such that R(i ) contains G. Since R does not contain G, 
we cannot have e € R. Thus ef e where denotes conjugate ~ in 
R(i ) over R. Since F <; R we have that e and e are conjugate 
ove r F . By assumption cg,g) = 0 . Thus a 0 . 
We have been dealing excl us ively with a fie l d extens i on of F ; 
however, similar p r obl ems exist when a is an algebra over F . . When 
Q is a direct sum of fie lds, we can wor k componentwise to some 
extent. Let p (x ) be an F pol ynomi al with distinct roots and let 
G = F[x ] / (p(x)). Then G is a direct sum of fields . Using this 
Sapiro [14, Lemma 1.1] has generalized Corollary 2 .2.1 when D = F. 
Latimer and MacDuffee (11 ] have established the equivalent of 
Theor em 1.5 when D = z. 
The next theorem deals wi th the existen ce of symreps 
corresponding to the principal ideal cl ass. 
Lemma 2 .1. If 6 = D[8] and 8 satisfies a monic F 
irreducible D polynomial f, then (1) = f ' (8)(1) 0 • 
Proof. Let X = Ex~ -1 FK Then lx l i s a vander Monde 
. J 
determinant and will be written vdm(x1 , ... ,xn). We wish to consider 
X'-l. Notice t hat the cofactor Xil v~nishes whenever ~ = xm 
and k Im and k , m I 1. Thus vdm (x2 , ... , xn) divides xi1 . Since 
Xnl = ± vdm (x2 , ... ,xn) we have that Xnl divides Xil. Now let 
x. = 8(j). By Theorem 1 .4 (4) we have that 
J 
(1) 0 = (vdm(e(2 ), ... ,e(n)) /vdm(e(1 ), ... ,eCn))) (l/f'(e) ). 
Theorem 2 .3. Assume 6 = D[8]. If C((l)) cor responds to a 
class wit h a 6/D symrep , then the re is a 6 unit with 
(-l)n (n-1 ) / 2Nn •1 a square in ' D and, if F is f ormally real, G is 
totally real and f ' (e )ri totally positive where f is the monic 
i rreducible F polynomial for 8 . If S (G, D) hol ds , the converse 
is t rue . 
Proof . By Theorem 2 .2 (3) and t he previous l emma we have 
(1) = µ (1) 0 = (µ/f ' (e )) for a µ E G wit h G totally real and µ 
totall y positive if F is formally real. Write µ = rif ' (e) . By . 
Theorem 2 . 2 (5) we have -1 M(g)J(µ )M(g)' =TT ' for some D uni-
modular T with g = (1,e, ... ,en-l)'. Thus 
IT l2 = jM(g)j 2/Nµ = (-l)n(n-l) /2N(f '(e)/µ ) = (-l)n(n-1)/2/Nri · 
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We must show that 11 is a 6 unit . Since (1) 
we have that and -1 11 lie in (1) = 6. 
(µ/f'(8)) =11(1) 
Suppose S(G,D) holds. 
!M(g.)1 2 · IJ(A)I 
-1 Let A = 11f' (e). We may use Corollary 
2.2.2 since __ (-l)n(n-1)/2/Nn, ., a square in D, and 
A(l) = (1) 0 whence M(g,) J (A) - = T M(g) 1 -l for a D unimodular 
matrix T by Theorem 1.4 (2) and (4). 
Corollary 2.3.1. (See [2?, Theorem 3] for a more general result.) 
If n = 2 (mod 4) and a G/F symrep exists, there is an 11 E G and 
a k E F such that 2 - 1 = kNrj. 
Proof . We have G = F [8]. Take i1 as in the theorem. 
If we consider other values of n , the result is trivial : for 
odd n , we replace -1 by (-l)(n-l)/2 and let k = 1 and 
(-l)(n -l)/2 ; for n = o(4), we replace -1 by +l and let 11 
k ='I)= 1. 
The following result gives a method for finding all G/F symreps 
when n = 2 . For general n we cannot do this . 
. Theorem 2.4. Let n = 2 . If the characteristic of F is not 
2, then we may assume that G = F ( .fc ) for some c E F . There 
are G/F symreps if and only if c is the sum of two squares in c~ 
All G/F symreps then have the form 
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( -~ : ) <--? .fc where 2 2 c = u + v 
If F has characteristic 2 and 82 + a8 + b o, where a, b E F, 
then there is a G/F symrep if and . only if a f 0 . All G/F symrep,s 
then have the form 
2 2 . (v +b)/a 
(v2 +b)/a 
v + (v
2 
+ b)/a) <-7 8 where v E F is arbitrary . 
a + (v + b)/a " 
Proof. Assume the characteristic of F is not 2. Let 
A <-7 .fc. Then IA - t-II = t-2 - trA·f.- + !Al By Lemma 1 .2, 
A2 
- cI o. Thus all = -a22 ' Put u = a22 = -all and 
Then 2 + v 2 Now F has characteristic v = al2 a21' c = u . assume 
2 . If a = o, 
there are G/F 
we may apply the above analysis and conclude that 
symreps then 2 2 b = u + v . But then 8 = .fb = 
u + v E F, a contradiction. Let A <--? 8 . As in the above case , 
trA = tr8 = a and IAI = -NS = b. Thus we have the equations 
all + a22 = a and alla22 + a2lal2 =b and al2 = a2l 0 Let all 
u(u + a) 2 and al2 =u + v. Then a22 =u+a and + (u + v) =b 
(b + 2 a f 0 . so that u = v )/a since 
~ 
if 
= u . 
The remainder of this section is devoted to structure properties 
rather than existence questions. The next theorem bQunds the number 
of symreps in a given class. We begin by defining a concept which is 
necessary here and in the study of conjugators .in Section VI. 
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Definition 2.2. Let A = ~EeF be a D../D rep which has been 
extended to a G/F rep. Let R(A) be the inverse image of the set 
of D matrices in ~EdFK In other words, R(A) is the largest 
subset of G for which A is an R(A)/D rep. 
Lemma 2.2. R(A) is an integral domain containing D.. . If C( 01.) 
corresponds to C(A), then R(A) = ( fll.:OZ) where (O?:Z,.) = 
{"A E. G : "A (,. s; qz.}. If B E. C (A), then R(A) = R(B). 
Proof . Clearly R(A) contains 6 and is a subring of G. 
Observe that (O'Z.:Ol) is a class invariant. By Theorem 1.5, we may 
choose a to be a characteristic vector for A and an mbv for <J7.. • 
Then (01: oz) ={"A E. G: ){Y.. E. OZ, for 1 < i 5 n) ={"A E G: tq ='lg_ 
l 
for some D matrix T}. Since fX:i = PCJ, 
- _, we have T where 
is the rep corresponding to A. Hence (O't: en) = {"A E. G ~E"AF is a 
D matrix} = ot(A) . Since R(A) = (oi: Ot) it is cl ear that B E. C (A) 
implies R(A) = R(B). 
We shall make a brief observation before proceeding to the 
theorem. The correspondence be tween rep classes and M- ideal classes 
depends on characteristic vectors and mbv's . However, all equivalent 
matrices arise through D unimodular transformations of one 
characteristic vector and all equivalent M-ideals arise through 
multiples over G of one mbv. Hence all equival ent M-ideals are 
generated by taking the characteristic vectors of a fixed rep and all 
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equivalent reps by taking all bases of a fixed M-ideal. The proof 
of the theorem takes a fixed M- ideal and studies the set of bases 
giving symreps a~er partitioning it in a suitable fashion . 
Theorem 2.5. Let A be a 6./D symrep, 
+ . 
u the group of those 
units in ~EAF which (1) have norms that are squares in D and 
(2) are totally positive if F is formally real. Let u2 be the 
subgroup consisting of the squares of the units in ~EAF K If 0 (D) 
n 
is the (possibly infinite) group of D unimodular n X n matrices 
T such that TT' =I 
n' 
l et g = J 0 (D) J 
n 
if F has characteristic 
2 and let g = Jon(D) J/2 otherwi se. Then the number of 6./D 
symreps in C(A) is a multiple of g and is bounded above by 
+ 2 g · [u : u ]. If S(G,D) h olds, the bound is actually equal to the 
number of 6./D symreps in C(A). 
Proof . Fix an (J1,, such that C (A) corresponds to C (ot). By 
the remark preceding the the.arm it suffices to study the. mbv ' s of (Jl... 
With each µ E O we may associate the (possibly empty) set 
~E‘F = ( mbv ' s a for ()t : M(g)' M(g_) = J(µ)} . By the proof of 
(1) ~ (3) in Theorem 2 .2, it is clear that g_ ~ ME~F J(8) ME~F -l 
maps elements of U ~ (µ) (0 f µ E. G) onto the 6./D symreps in C (A). 
Define the function f(µ) (M(g_) J(S) M(g_)-l : a E ~E‘FFK Let 
be a solution of A E. f (x) . We will show 
(1) f (µ) n f(A) is nonempty if and only if µ E AU2 , 
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(2) f(µ) and f(A) are e~ual or disjoint, 
(3) If(µ)·! = 0 or g, 
( 4) if IT\(µ) i s nonempty, then µ e. µ01/; if S ( G, D) holds , the 
converse is true . 
The t heorem easily follows from these four results . 
(1). Assume q e. IT\(µ) and ~ E. IT\(A) and M(q) J(e ) M(q)-l = 
ME~F J(e) ME~F -l = B. By Theorem 1.4 (2) there is a D unimodular 
matrix T such that q = q~K Since TB = BT and B is an F 
matrix with distinct characteri stic roots , T = p(B) where p is 
some F pol ynomial. Let D = p(8). Since T is D unimodular, Tl 
is a unit in R(A) .· Since BME~F = ME~F J(8), we~have DlDME~F = 
M(§.) J (11) • Thus 
J(µ) = M(q)' M(q) =EqME~FF I EqME~FF 
= (M(§.) J(11))' EME~F J(11)) = J (11) ME~F D ME~F J(T}) 
= J(D) J(A) J(11) 
2 
= J(AT} ) . 
. 2 2 Conversely, if µ E. AU we may writ e µ = AT} where T} is a 
unit in R(A). Let §. E. lh(A) and T correspond to T} under the 
~/a symrep B = ME~F J (8) ME~F-1 K Then T is D unimodular and 
q = Tf2. satisfies 
(i) a is an mbv, 
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(ii) M(q)' M(q) = (TM(f?.))' (TM(f?.)) = EME~F J(n)) ' (M(f?.) J (n)) 
J(n"-n) = J(µ)' and 
(iii) M(q) J(e ) M(q) - l = qME~F J(e) M(g) -l 
= M(f?.) J(n) J(e) M(g) -1 
= ME~F J(e) (M(g) J(n)-1 )-1 
= ME~F J(e) ME~F-l 
(2) . If f(/\.) and f(µ) are not dis j oint, th~n µ € /\.u2 . In 
the second half of the proof of (1) we constructed for any ~ E m(/\. ) 
an g E ffi(µ) such that M(g) J (8) M(g_)-l = ME~F J(8) ME~F -l . Hence 
f(/\.) Sf(µ) . By symmetry f(µ) <; f (/\.). 
(3) . Let g € ffi(µ) and let T be a D unimodular matrix . 
Then ~ E ffi(µ) if and only if (TM(g)) ' (TM(q)) = J(µ) = M(g)' M(g). 
Hence , for a D matrix T, the equation TT ' = I is equivalent t o 
n 
~ e. ffi(µ). Since a is an mbv , ~ =SQ:. if and only if T = S. 
Thus we have that Im(/\.) I = lo (D)I. Suppose that g,f?_ Em(µ) 
n 
yield the same symrep under the corr espondence of Theorem 1 .5 . By 
the first part of t he proof of (1) we see that 2 ~ = ~ and n µ = µ 
where T] is the preimage of T under the symrep corresponding to 
g_ and ~· Thus n = ± 1 and so T = ± In . When F has character-
istic 2 we have I = - I . Thus If(µ) I = g . 
n n 
' 
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( 4). Le t b e nonempty . The n 
by The orem 2 . 2 
tn(µ ) 
(3) . Thus (µ/µ0 ) oz = OZ. and s o µ/µ0 is a unit 
of ( Ol : trz ) = 6t- (A) • I f G is t otally r eal , µ and µ 0 a r e 
tot ally posit ive s i nce they a r e s ums of squares in F (e(l), . . . ,e(n)). 
Furthe rmore , i f q E tn(µ ) and ~ € tn(µ0), there i s a D matrix T 
su ch that q = q~ and then 
Nµ I M(q) I M(q) I 
= 
Nµ0 f ME~F D ME~F f 
Hence 
Now s uppose S(G,D) holds and 
l e t W = M(q) J(µ -1) M(q) '. Then 
and 
(i) W i s a D unimodula r matrix since µ 0/ µ corresponds to 
a D unimodular mat r i x T under t he rep M(q) J (e ) M(q)-l 
. -1 
and then W = M(q) gE~/‘F gE~ ) M(q ) 1 
TM(<;!) J (µ;1) M(q) ' = T; 
(ii) lwl = !Tl = N(µ0/ µ) which is a squar e in D; 
(iii) if G is totally real , then W i s positive definite since 
µ i s totall y pos itive and ~ ·w~ = Es D ~Iv ·~F > 0 when 
~ f Q where V = M(q) J J (µ -1) lies over t he real closure 
.of G; 
( iv) W = VV ' where V is as in ( iii). 
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By S(G,D) , there is a D lll1imodular matrix U such that 
M(g_) ·J(µ-1) M(q) ' = UU ' . Let §. = u-1q . Then §. is an mbv fo r OL 
and M(§.) ' M(§.) = J(µ). 
Corollary 2.5.1. If 2 2 x + y = 1 has infinitely many solutions 
in D n > 4 and 2 2 2 2 x + y + u + v = 1 has infinitely many or 
solutions in D, then every 6./D rep class has no symreps or in-
finitely many . 
Proof . Si nce 
I 
n-2 or 
lies in 0 (D) , we have g oo . 
n 
y 
-x 
-v 
u 
u 
v 
-x 
- y 
-~F 
- x 
The previous theorem studies the number of symreps in a given 
class . In the next theorem we shall establish some results on the 
different classes of symreps . We actually study a set of ideal classes 
1.ll1der the assumption that inverses exist. A group operation is in-
traduced with identity C ( 11. ) whe re If, is somewhat arbitrary . The 
arbitrariness of fl. is useful in Corollary 2 . 6 .2. These results 
prove useful in studying t he case D = Z. These re sults do not depend 
on the existence of M-ideals . 
Lemma 2 . 3 . Let 07- and 7r be ideals i n 6. which have 
. -35-
inverses . The n 
( 1) ( OZ. Z- ) o = 01.. o Z,. -1 = O"l. -1 'b- o and so P1-~ o 
( Q"Z i;l) -1 = (J?,o ( ?ro) -1; 
?.r b- 0 and 
(2) if t: E. C(oi) and (Tl. 0 = a ~I t hen for some 'r E G we have. 
f: 0 = -ra t: and i f G is totally real we may tak e 'r to be 
totally positive . 
Proof. Recall that t: 0 = ( "A E. G tr A'Y E . D f or all 'Y € t.:" } . 
Thus ( ozZ.)0 2,.- = (t3"A : t3 € 7r and "A E G and t r (La . t3. "A) E D 
l l 
for a ll a. E. ()l, and t3 . E. ~ ) 
l l 
c (t3"A : "A e:. G . and tr ett3"A E. D f or all a € oz.) 
(µ : µ € G and tr aµ E. D fo r all a E. oz. ) = (77_0. 
Furthermore Ot 0 Z- -l ( 02 Z,. i;-1 ) 0 z_-l <; ( 07. ~F 0 b y the above . Hence 
(1) is true. To prove (2) l et 01 = "A t: and 'r = "A2 . Then 
-ra t:: = f\Ct fll. =1'tn° = ("A-1oz) 0 =t: 0 by (1). 
Theorem 2 . 6 . Assume that wheneve r 07., is an i deal in 6 with 
then 
(l) J = (C(oz) 
-1 
<Tl e xists . Fix an 
(J1. ,..., 01°} and 
(2) c ( 01 ) 0 c( i-) =C( o-t.J-l!--1). 
such that Let 
The operation 11 0 11 makes .;:r into an abelian group of exponent 2 
i n t he semig r oup of all ideal classes of 6 under tr 1l 0 • If the ideal 
cl asses of 6 form a group under ordinary product , they do so under 
11
0 
11
• I f G is totally real , define 
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P = {C(ot) : (JZ. 0 =-rot for some t ot ally positive 'r E G} (by 
Lemma 2.3 (2), if Z,. E C ( t1l) E P, t hen lr 0 = a- i. for some 
totally positive o-). I f P is nonempty let 
(l) g be a maximal subset of 2 { 01. : O'l ~ (l)} such that tJ?,, ?.,.. E g 
2 ') 2 
and CTt = -r v for some totally pos i tive T E G implies 
(2) C( oi) P = {C((Jt?r): C( 3-) E P}. 
Then ;J = U C (n) P where · the compone nts are disjoint, the square 
lit€ g 
under "0 " of any component lies in that component containing C ( Jt), 
and this component is a subgroup of ;J. 
Proof . The group properties are easil y proved : 
(i) associativity b y ordinary ideal class product associativity 
(ii) closure follows sin ce if C( oi), C( lr) E :J, we have 
(iii) 
( iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(J7.. ~ rn ° and ?r ~ Zr 0 and 
(01.. 0- il) o = Ot. o ( 1r ll-l) -l by Lemma 2 .3 (1 ) 
= (J1. 0 ( 1r0 ( ft 0 )-1 ) by Lemma 2 .3 (1) 
~ oz ( v- I! -1) . 
identity - clearl y C ( ft) wor k s 
-1 2 inverse - C( (Tl ft.. ) ° C(dZ-) = C(/l) 
abelian - clear 
2 -1 
exponent - C( oi.) o C(oi) = C(ot. 1<. ) 
Efllo-zKoF~-1 = (flflo)f(,-1 = f(..o ~ K flI 
and 2 -1 O'l It . 
(by Lemma 2 .3 (1 ) ). 
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We now asswne that G is t otally real and r is nonempty .. 
Let us show that the component s are disjoint. Suppose oz1~ tn 2 € g 
and C( Z.1 ), C( Z..2 ) € r and C(0t 1 Z.. 1 ) = C(0t 2 lr 2 ) . Let 131 ,132 € G 
be totally positive and Z.i_ = f3i?,.. i . Choose E so that It = E/1..0 • 
. -1 
Then by assumption and by (vi) we have (oz 1 lr1 ) (oZ 2 'Zr 2 ) k- "" 
2 -1 2 2 '7 2 '2 2 2 (cn 1 t,.1 ) K ,.., fl, whence OZ. 1 Ot2 er1 ~O = ("°1'. ff.) for some )\EG . 
However 1' 4 = c:2 (1tfC.0 ) 2 =bO E wKK1 wK~F (Z.. 2 t-2) by Lemma 2.3 (1) 
2 , 2 2 
= E 131132 V'l '/,2 . 
2 2 2 
. Thus Ot 1 or2 = 131132 ("AE) , a totally positive element of G. By the 
definition of g we have Ot.1 = ot2 . Hence C ( Z,..1 ) = C ( i,.2 ). 
The union is contained in ;J s i nce if . C ( ?,.. ) € r and (Tl.€ g 
we have ( 0tZ...) 0 = dwK-lzIK~IKKI oi"1 Z,.,..,oz,Z,.. The reverse inclusion is 
more complicated . We first show that if '!, 0 = 13 Z.., then (Jl. 2 = (l3't') 
for some oz c g and some totally positive 't'. Let C ( t:') E. r and 
f:. 0 = 'Y t:: where 'Y is totally positive. Then ( i.- c1 ) 2 = 
('Y/13)( 'i-7,°) /( t: ~M F = ('Y/13) by Lemma 2.3 (1). By the definition of 
&, we have Ql. € g with 
-1 Now C ( t- t1l ) c r s i nce 
c ( z.) = c ( ot) c ( lr ~1F 
P? 2 = (13'!) for some totally positive 
( z,. oi.-l) o = z,.. o en. = f3 2't' z.. 02--1 . Thus 
is in the union . 
't'. 
We now suppose that ot- E. g is such that C ( fG) € C (Qt.) P. Let 
C( b- 1 ), C( Z. 2 ) E. P and 0t.' E. &. We must show that 
C ( Ol.' -Z,.1 ) ° C ( ot' Zr 2 ) E. C ( Qt.)P . Thus we must show that 
(C(ot' Z,.1 ) ° C( O"L' z..2 )) C( cz,-
1 ) E. P. Let f! = (!Zt-3 whe re . 
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C( z,.3) E P. Choose 13. totally positive so that 13. '2,-. l l l 
i = 1,2,3. Let ot 2 =(ex) and oz.12 =(ex'). We have 
(c(m,1 Z.-1 ) o C(tn.' ?r2 )) C(o-t-
1 ) = C(ex' Z.1 Z. 2 Z.-3
1 /ex) and 
-l -l ( Zr 1 Z.. 2 Z-3 ) 0 iK~ Z.2 Z..3 by Lemma 2.3 (1) 
wK~ ( Z-2 ( Z._3)-1 ) by Lemma 2.3 (1) 
i.. 0 for i 
-1 -l 
= i3113l'3 (Z. 1 Z- 2 Z- 3 ) and the 13i's are t otally 
positive by assumpt ion. 
Clearly c(oi) P is a group under 11 0 11 if C(/f,) € C(o-z.) P since 
;J is of exponent ·2. 
Corollary 2.6.1. Assume the classes in ;J have ordinary 
i nve rse s, G is totally real, and P i s nonempty. A component i n 
the expression for ;J is a group under ideal class product if and 
only if it contains c((l)). 
Proof. We have C((l)) E ;J. Since all concepts in the corollary 
are independent of f(.. , we may let fl = (1) . 
Corol lary 2.6.2. Let Ji be the set of ideal classes with 
ordinary inverses. Then Ji is a group under ideal class product. 
Let X be a maximal subgroup of exponent 2 of ~K Then 
Proof . We can also make the classe s in Ji into a group under 
"o" Then ;J is a subgroup of exponent 2 of Ji. We show that 
it is maximal. Assume C(Ot) o C(ot.) = C(ff,). 2 -1 Thus 07- fl ~ fl 
and so 
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Finally O't 0 =ft:ft 0 <Jt-l b yLemma2 .3 (l) 
"' f(.. 2 Ql, - l "' ()?, • 
Define cp ( C (oz.)) = C ( Ol. ft) . We shall show that cp is an isomorphism 
from ~ under ideal class product to ~ under " fl 0 • Clearly cp is 
one-to-one onto. We have cp(C(ot Z..)) = C(oiZ.ft) = C((l?l.t')(Z-f<) f(.-l) 
= cp (C(gz)) o cp (C(Zr)). Since cp is an isomorphism it maps ;tL onto 
cl. 
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III. · THE FINITE FIELD CASE 
When F is a finite field, D = F and so there can be only one 
class of syrnreps. The two main questions when D = F are 
(1) do G/F symreps exist? 
(2) If G/F symreps exist, how many are there? 
The next theorem answe rs both quest ions. 
Theorem 3.1. Let F be a f inite field . I f IF ! is even let 
E = O; otherwise let E = ± 1 = !Fl (mod 4). The number of G/F 
symreps is exactly IFl(IFl 2 - l)IFi 3 (iFl 4 - l) ... (!Fln-l - 1) for 
n odd and IFl(IFl 2 - l) ... IFln-3(! F ln-l - l)(IFln-l _ c:n/2 1Fl(n/2-l)) 
f or n even. 
Proof . The existence of G/F symreps. By Theorem 2 .1 (1) and 
Theorem 2 .3, it suffices to find TJ e G for which (-l)n(n-l)/2 NT] 
is a nonzer o square i n F. Suppose a generates the multiplicative 
group of G. Let !Fl = q, 
. 2 n-1 ( n )/( 
t hen l\U = a -a<laq .. . aq =a q -l q-l) . . 
Thus :N.:X has order q - 1 and so generates the multiplicative group 
of F. Let (-l)n(n-l)/2= (:N.:X)k. It suffices to take TJ = ak 
The number of G/F symreps . We shall use Theorem 2 . 5 . There is 
onl y one class of G/F reps and S(G,F) holds . Hence there ar e 
. g [U. + : u.2 ] symreps . We shall show that [l/ : u.2 ] = 1. Let a be 
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as above . We have 
u.+ 
= (o:k (N:X)k is a square in F} 
= 
(0:2k} since N:X generates the multiplcative group of F 
2 
= .u. • 
When is odd, the value of lo (F) I 
n 
can be found in Dickson 
[2, p.l60] and leads to the expression stated in the theorem . 
We now ., suppose that !Fl ·is even . Then F has characteristic 2. 
Clearly the number of solutions to XX' I is the number of ortho-
normal bases (counting order) for the n dimensional vector space over 
F with inner product (a:, A) = I: a:, t3. • We shall count the number of 
- ~ l l 
bases by an inductive process. Assume are orthonormal . 
How many g_k ' s can be found which preserve orthonormality? Let 
~ = (1,1, ... ,1)'. Since J I: a~ = J ~i: ai) 2 = L: ai, the vector 
gk preserves orthonormality if and only if 
and 
(gi,gk) 
E~I~F 
0 for l < i < k - l 
1 
Since ~I ... ,gk-l are independent, these equations are independent 
if they are consistent. The equations are inconsistent if and only if 
k-1 
e = I;. l r--.o:. 
- i= i-i 
for some )\ . E F. 
l 
This gives r--. = (e,o:.) = 1 by 
l - -i 
orthonormal ity . Thus the equations are inconsistent if and only if 
-42-. 
k -1 ~K = Li=l qi. From this discussion it follows that if any sue~ ~ 
exists, exactly IFln-k exist. Furthe rmore, we can h ave incon-
sistency only if 
n = E~I~F 
k-1 
l 
i=l 
(a. ,a.) = k - 1 in F ; 
-i -:i. 
i.e. only if n = k - l(mod 2). In this case we have 
k -2 
l 
i=l 
and 
k -2 
E~ + l 
i=l 
a. ,a.) 
-:i. -1 
a . ,e) 
- i -
= 
E~I~F + (a. ,a.) = o 
... -:i. -i 
for l <i<k-2 
k -2 
E~I~F + l E~IqiF = n + k - 2 1 . 
i=l 
Hence, if q 1 , ... ,qk_2 are orthonormal and n = k - 1 (mod 2 ), there 
is exactly one a 
- k -1 such that are orthonormal and the 
e quations for qk are incons i stent. Let ~ be the number of se.-
quences q 1 , . .. ,qk of n dimensional orthonormal vectors over F. We 
have s hown that ~ satisfies the recur sion 
~ = ~-l IFln-k if n = k (mod 2 ) 
~ = E~-l - ~-OF IFln-k if n - k - 1 (mod 2 ) 
Sl·nce A1
n = IF ln-l d f dd an , or n o , the 
recursion l e ads to the ~esult stated in the theorem. 
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IV. THE ALGEBRAIC NUMBER FIELD CASE 
We now assume that F is an algebraic number field. Of the two 
basic questions - existence of symreps and number of symreps - it is 
far easier to find the number when at least one symrep exists. By 
Corollary 2.5.1 and the fact the F has ~ elements, we see that if 
0 
any G/F symreps exist, then there are exactly ~o symreps . We make 
the following conjecture regarding existence. 
When F is an algebraic number field, G/F symreps exist 
if and only if 
(i) if F is f ormally real, G is totally real and, 
(ii) if n = 2 (mod 4), there is a A E. G and a k E. F . 
such that -1 = k2 NA. 
The necessity of these conditions f oll ows easily from Theorem 2.2 (3) 
and Corollary 2.3.l. We now show that condition (ii) is sufficient 
when n = 2. By Theorem 2.4 we have G = F( ..fc ) and G/F symreps 
2 2 2 2 
exist if c = x + y for some x,y E. F. The condition x + y = c 
is equivalent to (l/y) 2 N(x - .fc ) = -l since we cannot have 
y = O. Sapiro [14] established our conjecture for n = 3. The 
r emainder of this section is devoted to establishing the conjecture 
for all odd n. 
One of the major difficulties with the study of the algebraic 
number field case is that, unlike the study of the finite field case , 
' 
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it i s not clear how to choose 1' in Theorem 2 .2 . When n is odd, 
a slight generalization of Sapiro ' s method [14] enables us to reduce 
the probl em to ~-adic conside rations for all spots ~ on F. The 
choice of "A is e as ie r in the local case than in t he glob al; however, 
spots which divide 2 pre sent difficul ties . These can be disposed of 
by considering cases . 
We shall make use of quadratic form theory, local f ield theory, 
and l ocal class field theory . Needed theorems can be found in the 
Appendix and are referred to with roman capitals, e . g . Theorem B . To 
read the remainder of t h is section it suffices to have a basic lmowl-
edge of local fields su ch as that found i n [12, Part One ] . 
Definition 4.1. The followi ng notation is to be used for the 
rest of t his se ct ion . 
(1) f , g ,h are quadratic forms . 
(2) A, BJC are the symmetric matrices associated with quadratic 
forms} t hus f = x ' Ax . 
(3) · ( ·) i s equivalence of forms . Thus A ~ B (F) means that 
for some nonsingular F matrix P we have PAP ' = B . We may 
omit ( · ) if the meaning i s clear . 
(4) ( · , · /·) =±1, the Hilbert symbol . Thus Ea g ~/eF = + 1 if and only 
2 2 if ax + ~v = 1 has a solution x Jy E H. We may omit / · if 
the meaning is clear. 
(5) c (.;.) i s the Hasse symbol . Thus c(A/H) is II.<. (a.,a./H) l _J l J 
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where A ~ .r. <£> ai (H). We may omit / · if t he meaning is clear . 
(6) CM2 = {a,.,2 : w E. W}. 
(7) W* = ( w e· W : w f O}. 
(8) N(·*/·) is the norm group . Thus N(K*/H) = (NK/H a : a E. K*}. 
(9) ~E·/·F is the discriminant. Thus for an algebraic number field 
H we have ~Eh/eF i s the ideal generated by all IM(q) l2 where 
a is an mbv for K over H and a has a lgebraic integers for 
components . 
(lO) f = f(·/·) is the index of ine r t ia o f an extension of one l ocal 
field over another and e = e(·/·) is the i ndex of ramification. 
(ll) If H is a n algebraic number field with prime spot "/ , then 
H ~ is the complet ion of H at ?f . Furthe r, if p is a 
zero of an irreducible H polynomial p(x), then eEp; ~F 
We shall now generalize Sapiro ' s technique for reduction to the 
l ocal case . The ma in points of the p r oof f ollow [14]. 
Theorem 4.1. Let F be an algebraic number f ield . Assume that 
n is odd . There is a G/F symrep if and only if 
(i) f or every l ocal prime spot "/-- on F there .is a 
/\ ( f) E. F (e; ~F and a basis al, ... ,an for F (e; ~F over 
F such that for an indeterminate 2S_ we h ave 
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where the trace is from F (e; 1) to F ~ ; 
( i i ) i f F is formall y real, G i s totally real . 
Pr oof. The necessity is clear since we may take A( -<j) to be 
the A of Corollary 2 . 2 .1. · 
The proof of sufficiency involves three main parts: 
(1) preliminary remarks , 
(2) choice of A for Corollary 2 . 2.1, 
(3) proof that A has the required property. 
(1) . Without loss of generality, we may assume that e is an 
algebraic integer . · Let p (x) = 0 · be the manic i rreducibl e F 
polynomial for e . All mbv ' s for F (e; "/ ) over F 1- are rel at ed 
by nonsingular Fj transformations . Hence we can choose for a in 
(i) of the theorem any mbv for F (e; 1) over 
is a . = xi-l (mod p (x) ) , 
l 
which corresponds to the 
One such mbv 
n -1 
mbv (1,e, . . . ,e ) ' 
for G over F. . Thus we can choose the same a for all "f and in 
such a way that the components are algebraic integers . Fi x a to be 
as above . 
A(v) to the form 2 Let correspond tr( v (g,2f) ) where v is in 
G or F(8; 1 ) · If ~ is a prime divisor of 1 over G, let AE~F 
be the component of A( <j) in the iE~F of Theorem G. Let . {rr) = '1 
Since (i) holds for A( </ ) if and only if it holds for 7r2cA( 1 ) for 
every integer CJ we may assume that A ( '.?) is a '.?- adic integer for 
all 1> di vi ding '/ . 
Since every quadratic form over F 'I i s equivalent to a diagonal 
f onn) we can choose a nonsingular matrix_ T( lj) with ~ -adic integer 
components in F"/ such t hat T(1) A(f..(.1)) T( se) ' =2: © [3 . fo r )_ 
some nonzero 13. 's in F'/. )_ Let j be such that 4~rr 13i divides 
~jK Let ~ be a prime spot on G dividing '-.f1 . Define k(':j>) = 
j·e(L('.µ)/F1) . We will show that if for all prime spots ~ on G 
d i vi ding "'} we have 
‘E~F = /\(':?) (mod DEE~FFF then 
(*) 
Let T ( 1J ) be as above . Then we have that 
c(A(µ( J./)) /F l.f) = c (T( 'I )A(µ(,r)) T( 'I)') by Theorem B (1) 
= cEqE 41 FA E/yE/KjFF qE ~F D F by Theorems B (6) and 
A (6) and the fact t hat a 1 ) ' '' )an) /\(':?).are 
':? - adic integers and ‘E~F = /yE ~F (mod ~jF 
= c(A (A(f))) =+l by condit i on (i) of the 
theorem . 
EO~K Let d = jM(g)j 2 and D = {.O : .0 is a prime divi sor of 
(2d) ove r G} . Let m = maxa k(.0) where k is a s defined in the 
previous paragraph. Let 18 = (IID .O)m. · By Theorem H there is a 
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µ 0 E G such that 
(**) for all 0 E Q 
Any µ E G with µ = µ 0 (mod m) is also a s olution . If G is 
t otally real, there is a ~ E G such that ~ = l (mod m) and ‘M~ 
is totally positive . By condition (ii) of t he theorem we may as sume 
that . µ 0 is totally positive whenever F is formally r eal . 
Let £ (0) be the highest p owe r of 0 dividing 
~ = nn £f(O). Apply Theorem M with ~ = E‘MF/~ and 
Let 
m as above. 
Let µ = µ 0/a. Then µ = µ 0 (mod m) and (µ) = ~ ~l and µ i s 
totally positive if F is f ormally real. Let A = µd Nµ . 
(3) . We have \A(A) \ 
d NA= (d Nµ)n+l E F*2. 
IM(g_) l2 \J(A) I = d NA . Since n is odd, 
If F is formally real, µ and d = IM(g_)] 2 are totall y 
positive. Thus c (A(A) /F "I) = + l whenever 1!- is an infinite prime 
. spot on F. 
Let -'/ be a finite pri me spot on F which is prime to 2d ~lK 
Then "/ is pri me to 2(d kE~ ~MFFn+l = 2(\A(A) !). By Theorem B (5) 
we have c (A(I--) /F "/) = + 1 for such "J . 
Assume that 1 is not p r ime t o 2d. Thus "I div i des 2d . By 
equation (**) an d the de finition of . µ, it follows t hat 
µ = AE~F (mod i:f} for all prime spots ~ on G whi ch divide "I . 
Thus we have c (A(µ) /F j ) ' = + l by the result ( *) . Also 
Nµ/NA( f ) = l (mod 4 -f) . Since d kAEK~ F = jAE/yE ~ FF I E F"*2 by 
(i) of the theorem, it follows that d Nµ E F-*2 by Theorem A (6) . 
Hence c (A(/\) /F 1' ) = c (A(µd Nµ)) = c (A(µ) ) = + l. 
We have shown that IA(1',) I E F"*2 and that c (A(/\) /F 1 ) = + l 
f or all prime spots 1/-- on F except possibly t he one which i.µ0 
divides. By Theorems C and D, we have Application 
of Corollary 2.2.1 completes the proof. 
We shall now deal with the local problems that ar ise as a: result 
of Theorem 4 .l (i). The division into cases is as follows . 
I. ('I , 2) = l. Done in Lemma 4 . 2 . 
II . ('/ ,2) = "/. 
A. For 
'.µl and 1>2 dist inct prime divisors of 11 we have 
N( L('.µi) */F 'J ) ~ F;-. Done in Lemma 4.3 . 
B. For at most one prime 
'+> dividing "I we have 
N(li('t>)*/F1) Ck F-; . Reduced t o II C by Lemma 4.5. 
C. The fie l d H is a l ocal field with prime spot ~ and ex-
tension K of odd degree. By Theorem Fit suffices to 
consider the followi ng cases . 
l . e(K/H) = l. Done in Lemma 4 . 6 . 
2 . f(K/H) = 1. Let a = (e (K/H) 2 - l)/8. 
a . ( - l, -1/H)a = + 1. Done in Lemma 4.7 . 
b . ( -l,-l/H)a = - l. Done in Lemma 4 . 8 . 
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Lemma 4 . l . Let H be a local field at the spot 1f and let 
K b e a finite extension of H. There is a A c K and an mbv a 
for K ove r H such that ME~F J(A) M(£)' = A(A) has ~-adic 
integer entries and <;1-adic unit de t e rminant . 
Proof. By The orem F, there is an mbv a for the integers in 
K over the integers in H. Let (TI) be the prime spot on K. 
Since every ideal of K is a power of (TI) we have (l) 0 = JfU(l) 
for s ome i ntege r m. Since a is an mbv f or (1), t h e mat rix 
ME~F J(Tim) M(q) ' has t he desired form by Theorem 1 .4 (2) and (4) . 
Lemma 4.2 . Condition (i) of Theorem 4 . l c an be satisfied 
when ~ is prime to 2. 
Proof . Let F(8; Af) = 2:: Ee L('.µ) be the decomposit i on by Theorem 
G an d let A = 2: EfJ A(/\ip) where A(/\ip) is the matrix over F ~ 
derived by applying Lemma 4 . l to L('.µ) and F 'f . Then 
c (A/Ff) = + l by Theorem B (5). Let B = IA! A . Then !B l c F;f 
and c (B) = (!Al, ± l ) = + l by Theorems B (3) and A (5). 
We now turn to the case in which "/ divides 2 . The following 
l emma, h owever , does not require this restriction on ~ f or its 
method of p r oof . 
. \ 
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Lerruna 4.3 . If F(8; 1-) = H ® K ®Cl where H . and K are fields , 
Q is a (possibl y empty) algebra, [H : Ff] i s odd, and 
N(K*/Ff ) c/: F-:,2-; then condition ( i ) of Theorem 4.1 can be satisfied . 
Proof . Let (i) m = (n - [H : F'J ] ) /2, 
(ii) q be an mbv for a over F AJ ' 
(iii) ~ be an mbv for K over F-1' and 
(iv) 
'Y be an mbv for H ove r F 'J. . 
2 Let A correspond to tru /F · EqI~F . Let K E K be such that 
kh~cf K I f E -lFm l A l ·fME~Fl O bcfI let µ=K;. otherwiselet 
2 µ = 1. Let B correspond to trK/F E‘E~I~F ). Then 
~ 2 
(-l)m IAI • IB I ~ F*2 . Let c = !Al · IB I · IM(y) I and let C correspond 
to c trH/F EDvI~F O and let D(a) = aA ® aB ® C wher~ a E F;. 
1 
- 2 2 
Then ID(a) I = IA!· IB I · am· IM(y) I ch where h = [H : c~z is odd. 
Hence ID (a) I E F;2- . We have 
c(D(a)) = c(aA ® a.B) c(C) ( !c l , !D(a) l/ lc l ) by Theorem B (2 ) 
= c (A ® B) c ( C) ( IC I , IC I ) (a, ( - l) m I A I · I B I ) 
by Theor em B (3). Theorem A (3) shows t hat an appropriate choice of 
a will make c (D(a )) = + 1. 
We now wish to study a field H for which N (Ir*/F 'lf? ) <; c~ K This 
will then be appl ied in Lerruna 4 . 5. 
Lemma 4 . 4 . Let A/- be a prime spot on F wh i ch di vi des 2 . Let 
H be an extension of F 'I 
. 2 
such t hat N(H*/F"/ ) <; F'I . Then 
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(i) there i s a f i eld E = F'i (.Jex , .f(3, .J'Y) for some 
ex, f3 ,'Y E F "I such t hat H 2 E and e (H/F 1I ) = 4 and 
f(E/F.'1) = 2, and 
(ii) for any mbv ex of H over F "I we have jM(g_) 12 E Ff 
Proof. Let K be the maximum abelian subextens ion of H and 
let L be the maximum abelian subextension of H of type (2,2, ... ,2). 
Let X be the Galois group of K over c~ and £ the Galois group 
of L over F1 . We shall show that £ ~ F;/F;2 where ~ is group 
isomorphism. By The orem L we have Ji: ~ F;/N(K*/F "/'). Theorem K gives 
N(K*/F1 ) = N(H*/ F ~FK Thus 
£ ~ XjX2 :: Ec;/kEh*/c~ ))/(F;/N (K*/F"J )) 2 
= (F;-/N(H*/F"f )) /(Fl/N(H*/F 'I )) 2 ~ F;J(f 
s i nce k Ee*/c~ ) ~ Ff by assumption. We shall show that 
fEi*/c~ ) = 2 and eEi*/c~ ) ~ 4. From this (i) will follow by 
taking for E an appropriate subfield of L. Since inertial ex-
tensions are cyclic and £ is of type (2,2, ... ,2), we have that f 
is 1 or 2. We also have c;/kEi*/c~F :: £ by Theorem L so that 
N(L*/Ff) =Ff and we cannot have f = 1. Hence f = 2. Since 
ef = [L F'I] = 1£1 = [F;: cfz~ 8 by Theorem J, it foll ows that 
e ~ 4. 
To establish ({i) it suff ices by Theorem 1.4 (2) to ch oose a 
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particular g_. Let H =_ F 1- (cp) and k = [H : F'1 ] and p(x) be 
the monic irreducible F'J polynomial for cp and k-1 g_ = (l,cp, ... ,cp ) '· 
Then we have 
(-l)k(k-l)/2 NH/Fif p'(cp) by the formula for a 
van der Monde determinant 
= NH/Ff p' (cp) 
e. Ff since 4 divides [E : F "/- ] which divides 
[H : F 'I] by (i) and kEe*/c~ ) s; Ff by assumption. 
Lemma 4.5. Let "J be a prime spot of F which divides 2. 
Assume that F (e; 1) = G, G:> K where G, is an algebra and K is a 
field such that kEh*/c~ s; F;. To satisfy (i) of Theorem 4.1 it 
suffices to find an mbv g_ for G, over F41 and a 1' e. G, such 
that (F ";I). 
2 Proof. Let A be the matrix of the form trd/c~ (/\(g_,;2f) ) 
mentioned in the statement of the l emma . Let w e. K*, l et 1 be an 
mbv for K over F 'I , and let B 2 correspond to trK/F EwEKs_I~F ). 
'I 
Then c (A (£) B) = c(A) c(B) (jAj, IB!) = c(B) by Theorem B (2) since 
A~ I. Also IA <±l Bl IAI · IB I e. F; since A ~ I and since 
!B l e. F;J by Lemma 4.4 (ii). Thus it suffices to choose w so that 
c(B) = + 1. We do not know enough about the structure of K over · c~ 
to do this directly . The idea of the proof is to apply the structure 
properties given in Lemma 4.4 and Theorem F and the formulas for 
calculation of the Hasse invariant given in Theorems A ·and B to reduce 
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the problem to fields between K and F<p with simpler structure . · 
Le t T be the inert ial field of K over F-</ . Since the Galois 
· group of T over F-1 is cyclic (Theorem F) , we may construct t he 
tower F'I = T0 C T1 C C Tk i;; T whe r e [Tj T. 1 ) = 2 f or J-
1 $ j $ k and [T : Tk J i s odd . By Lemma 4.4 (i ) we have 
N (K* /Tk) cj; q~ K Hence we can choose i < k such that N(K*/Ti ) ~ ~ 
N(K* /Ti+l) 2 and ct T . l Le t £. be an mbv f or K over T . and 'r ,_ i + l 
an mbv f or T. over F d . Then l = g: © ~ i s an mbv for K over . 
i r 
2 
F 'I. If trK/Ti (w(g:,2f_) ) ~ (2f.,2f.) (Ti ) , then l et B correspond to 
2 
trK/F'I (w(£,;y:) ). As trK/F"P (wcr£'rkcrq-r) = trqi/c~E-rk-rrEt rh/qiwcr£crqFFI 
we have B ~ Im © B1 where B1 corresponds to trTi/F1 E~I~F
O 
and 
m = [K : T. ] . Since 8 divi des m by Lemma 4.4 ( i ) , an application of 
l 
Theorem B (4) gives c(B) = + 1 since the onl y factors which can have 
odd powers are c(I ) = + 1 and 
m 
+ 1. Thi s shows that F 'f 
Let f?. be an mbv for 
can be replaced by T . to prove the l emma . 
l 
K over T. 1. i + Since 
we can choose v E K so that the matrix C associated wi t h 
satisfies (The reasoning is like. 
that used in choosing B in Lemma 4 .3 . ) By Theor em E we h ave 
Let e E q~ be 
l · 
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such that Ti+l = Ti ( ~e ) . Let 'Y = (1, ~e ) ' and £. = f2_ ® 'Y · 
Let w = rv where r E q~ 1 will be chosen later . For q E T . 1 i+ i+ 
let 2 2 E(q) correspond to tr /T (q(ry,_2£) ). Then trh/q K EwE£KI~FF 
Ti+l i l 
corresponds to 
(c1 ® E(r)) ® E(rs) ® E(rt ) 
Call this D(r) . We will show how to choose r so as to make 
c(D(r)) ·= + 1. 
We now comput e c (D(r)) in terms of simpler expre ssions. Thi s 
requi res Theorem B in many places . c(D(r)) = c(c1 ® E(r) ) 
c(E(rs) ®E(rt)) Clc 1 ®E(r)I , IE(rs) ®E(rt)j). Since 
dim c1 =dim C - 2 and dim C = 0 (4) by Lemma 4.4 ( i ), 
we have !c1 ® E(r) ! bq~ K It therefore foll ows 
that c(D(r) ) = c(c1 ® E( r )) c (E(rs ) ® E(rt )) . From dim c1 = 2 (4) 
and Theorem B (4) we have 
c(c1 ®E(r) ) = (-1,j c 1 1) ( -1, IE(r)i) (lc1 1,IE(r) I) 
( - 1 ,-1) (-1, jE(r) j ) (-1 , IE(r) J) 
= (-1, -1) . 
Thus c(D(r)) == ( -1 , -l) c(E (rs)) c (E(rt)) (\E(rs)I, IE(rt) !). 
Furthermore IE(rt) I E jE(rs) I Tf since \D(r) I E Tf by Lemm.a 4.4 
(i i ) and 
Any p E T. 
l 
*2 E T. • 
l 
has the form a+ b ~e K Write p1 =a 
Suppose p1 f 0 . Then by Theorem B (6) we have 
and p2 = b . 
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c(E(p)) (2p1 , - IE(p) I) (-1, ]E(p) ]). If (rs) 1 f 0 and Er~F 1 f O, 
then 
c(D(r)) = (-1,-1) (2(rs) 1 , - IE (rs) j) ( -1, IE(rs) !) 
· ( 2(rt) 1 , IE (rs) i) ( -1, ] E (rs) I ) 
· ( IE (rs) I , IE (rs) I ) 
(-1,-1) ((rs)1 (rt)1 , - ]E(rs)]) (jE(rs)j, -1) 
(-(rsh (rt) 1 , - ]E(rs)j). 
To make c(D(r)) = + 1 i t suffices t o show h ow to choose r so that 
(rs)1 (rt)1 f 0 and - ]E(rs) I E q~ K Let v (a) = s -l (a2 + -.fe) 2 -.fe l 
for a E T. . Then -
l 
jE(v(a)s))j = 4e2 (a4 - e) 2 bq~K We show that 
l 
v(a)/v(b) E T . if and only if a2 = b 2 Clearly 
l 
v(a)/v(b) = ((a4 + e) + 2a2 -.fe )/((b4 + e ) + 2b2 -.fe ) 
which lies in T . if and only if 
l 
2 4 2 4 2a · (b + e) = 2b · (a + e) . This 
give s a~OEaO - b 2 ) = (a2 - b 2) e d 2 b2 . ,.; T2 an so a = since e 'f .• 
l 
This will be used to prove t he existence of the desired r . By the 
above, (s· v (a))1 f 0 for at leas t two of a= 0,1,2 and 
(t·v(a))1 f 0 for at l e ast two of a= 0,1,2. Thus 
(s·v(a))1 (t·v(a))1 f 0 for at least one of a = O,l,2 . 
This l emma reduces us to the s ituation in which · f divides 2 
and K is an extension of odd degree of F 'I . We break the extension 
. i nto interial and ramifie d parts. First we consider the inertial case. 
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Lemma 4. 6 . Let 
.lf be a prime spot oil F which divides 2. 
Let H be an inertial extension of F 'f- of odd degree . There is 
an H/F "/ symrep. 
Proof . Let g be an m.bv for H over F1 . Define 
A= IM(g) 12 M(g)M(g) 1 • Clearly !Al E c~K Since inertial extensions . 
are cyclic, Thus A : I(H). By Theorem B (7) we have 
c (A/F ~ ) = c (A/H) = + l. By Cor ollary 2 . 2 .1 there is an H/F i' symrep . 
Lemma 4.7 . If '1 di vides 2 and H is local at ~ , and K 
is a pure ramified extension of H of odd degree e , and 
(-l,-1/H)a = + 1 where 2 a = (e - l) /8; then there is a K/H symrep . 
Proof . By Theorem F we can choose IT E K such that (IT) is the 
prime spot on K and Ile = ~ E H. 
A = e -\i(g) ME~F 1 • Then 
e - l Let g = (1, n , ... , n ) and let 
A t ) "'l (j) E~ ® (l (j) -l)) where k (e · - 1)/2 
since 2rrxy = x' 2 , 2 y under the substitution x = (x' + y')/'4r 
and y = x' - y '. Let B = ( -l)k A. Then !B l E H*2 · and 
c (B/H) = c(A) ((-l)k,(-l)(e+l)/2) by Theorem B (3) 
= c(-I ) (-1, - l )k (e+l)/2 
k 
= c (I ) (-l, (-l)k (k+l)/2) (-l,-l)k(e+l)/2 
k b . 
= (-l, - l ) where we have 
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b = k(k + 1)/2 + k(e + 1)/2 = a + 2a = 3a . Thus B ~ I(H) and we 
appl y Corol lary 2 .2.1. 
Lemma 4 .8 . Let -<y , H,K,e , a be as in the previous lemma . I f 
( -1,-1/H)a = -1, then t here is a K/H symrep. 
Proof . Since a i s odd, e = ± 3(8) . Since ( -1 ,-1/H) = -1 
and -((1- .f-3 ) /2 )2 - (( l + .f-3 ) /2) 2 =l, it follows that KfR ~ e 
by Theorem A (6) . Let rr, IT, q be as i n the previous lerruna and let 
- 1 - 2 
"A= ( 1 + IT + 4IT ·) /e. Put A= M(q) J("A) M(q) '. We have 
1 1 4 0 
1 4 O rr 
A = 4 ~4: 
0 rr rr 4rr 0 
Let B = jAj·A. Cl earl y IBI E. H-l<2 • It suffices to show that 
c (B) = + l. We have c (B) = (j Aj, ( - l ) (e+l)/2) c(A) . We shall use 
Theorem B (6) to evaluate c (B ). The cases e = 3, 5 will be con-
sidered separately . If E is a matrix, l et E. = (e .k) 
l J 1 5 j,k 5 i. 
When e = 3 we have 
A= !l 1 4) 1 4 rr 4 rr rr 
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Thus c (B) = c (A) (1, - 3) (3,-rrt) ('lfS, -1) 
where E: = 11 - Tr - 43 /rr is a "'/-adic unit 
( - 5,!!E:) ( - 1 , --irt) ( -1 , -1) by Theorem A (6) 
= + 1 since (5,--irt) = -1 by Theor em A (4). 
·whe n e = 5 we have 
1 1 4 0 
4f) 
1 4 0 0 
43 A = 4 0 0 1T ) . !Al I = 1 , IA2 I = 3, IA3 l 
' 0 0 1T 1T 
0 1T 1T 41T 
IA4 l - 3Tr2(1+43/3Tr) , IA5 I = v3e: f or a ~-adic unit 
He nce c (B) = ( jA j , - l ) c(A) 
( -1, jA j)2 (1, - 3) (3,43 ) ( - 43 , - IA4 j)( jA4 !, - jA j) 
(-1, -IA4 I) CIA4 ! , -I A!)= (-1, -1)(IA4 l,! AI) 
= - (5, jA j ) by Theorem A (6) 
= + 1 b y Theorem A (4) . 
Assume that e > 5. Since e = ± 3(8), we have e > 11 . Let 
e = 8b + 3 or 8b + 5 determi ne the integer b. Let X be t he 
e X e transformat ion such that premult i pl ication by - 1 X adds 1T 
times the 
· nd t h (e - k+2) r ow to the k row for k =4,6,8, ... , 
4b + 2 and leaves the remaining rows unchanged . Then 
E. 
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1 1 4 0 
1 4 0 0 7T 4 0 0 7T 2 1 47T 
1 0 0 
4 0 2 1 4 
1 0 0 
4 0 f2 
XAX' :;:: 0 c 
0 
0 7T 7T 47T 
whe re the block C i s given by ( * indicate s the cente r element of 
XAX ') 
It 
1 
;) c = O* if e:;::8b+5, 7T (a) 
2 1 4 0 0 
l 0 0 0 7T 
(b) c 4 0 (2 -1 * + 7T ) 7T + 1 7T + 4 if e '=8b+3. 
0 0 7T + 1 7T 4rr 
0 7T 71 + 4 47T 0 
Let di = I (XAX I) i I . We now show that each d. E H* and evaluate 
]. 
certain of the di. We easily have 
, 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
a1 = 1,. 
a2 = 3, 
( 
a = -43 e -H*2 
3 ' 
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k "*2 
a 2k+l = -a2k-l € (-1) H for 5 ~ 2k + 1 ~ (e + 1)/2, 
(v) a2k = 2a2k-l f 0 for 4 ~ 2k < (e + 1)/2, 
-1 (vi) a 4b+2 = (2 + 7T ) a 4b+l f 0 for e = 8b + 3. 
When e - 2 :?:_ 2i + 1 > (e + 1)/2 we have 
(e-2i)th row 
1 1 4 
1 4 0 
4 0 0 
0 
= 
0 
2 1 4 
- i o ..,..o ______ _ 
4 0 
(vii) Thus d2 . 1 = d 2· (4T2)(4i-e+l)/2 € (-l)i H*2. 
i+ e- i 
Combining (i), (iii), (iv), and (vii) gives 
(viii) d2k+l e (:-l)k H*2 for 1 ~ 2k + 1 ~ e -2. 
In a similar fashion to the derivation of (vii), 
(ix) · d2 i+2 f 0 when (e + 1)/2 < 2i + 2 ~ e - 3. 
We also have 
(x) 
Finally, 
d 
e 
d 
e -1 
IA I e 
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e-2 
=Tr E for some 1-adic unit E. 
1 1 
1 4 
4 
0 0 
4 0 
0 ~ ~4~ 
rr rr 4rr 0 
3 ( 2) (e -3) /2 43 e -4 = IT + m rr for some integer m. 
(xi) Thus de-l E ( -l)(e-l)/2 5 H*2 by Theorem A (6). 
We now evaluate c(B ) from the above . Since 
(6) gives 
* when b E H , Theorem B 
(e - 5)/2 . 
c(B) = (de' -1) (e+l) /2 . TI k ( -1) ·(d 2, - a 1 )(a 1 , -d )(d ,-1) . e - e - e - e e 
However, 
k=O 
(( - l)(e-3)/2,(-l)(e -3) /25) 
( - l ,-l)(e-3) /2 ( -l, 5)(e-3)/2 
(-l)(e -3)/2 since -(1/2) 2 + 5(1/2)2 = 1, and 
Thus 
(d l' -d ) e- e 
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((-l)(e-1)/25,-de) 
= ((-l)(e-1)/25,-1) (-l,de)(e-1)/2 (5ide) 
(-1, -1) (e-l) / 2 (5, -l) (-l,de) (e -l) / 2 (5 ,Err ) 
(-l)(e-l)/2 (-1,de)(e-l)/2 (-1) by Theorem A (4). 
c(B) = (-l)(e-5)(e-3)/8 (-l)(e-3)/2 (-l)(e-1)/2 (-l) 
= + 1 since (e - 5)(e - 3)/8 = 0 (mod 2). 
We shall now establish the result mentioned at the beginning of 
this section. 
Theorem 4.2. Let F be an algebraic number f ield and let n be 
odd . There is a G/F symrep if and only if 
(i) F is not f ormally real, or 
(ii) F is formally r eal and G is totally real. 
Proof. It suffices to consider (i) of The orem 4.1. Let ~ · be 
a local prime spot of F. If is prime to 2 , then Theorem 4.1 (i) 
can be satisfied by Lemma 4.2. Suppose f divides 2. If Lemma 4.3 
does not apply, it suffices, by Lemma 4.5, to find a K/F'j symrep 
wheneve r [K : F1 ] is odd. As remarked before Theorem l.l, if 
K 2 H 2 F4/ and ' K/H and H/F'I symreps exist , then there is a 
K/F '/ symrep. Let H be the maximal inertial subextension of F '1. 
Apply Lemmas 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8. 
V. THE RATIONAL I NTEGRAL CASE 
We now assume that D = z, the i ntegers . This case is more 
complex than the two previous special cases since D is no .longer a 
field. Even when n = 2 many interesting questions arise . These 
are taken up in the next se ction . 
Theorem 5 . 1 . Let u+ and u2 be defined as in Theorem 2.5 . 
The number of 6/Z symreps in any given clas s is a multiple of 
, 2n -l n. and i s bounded above by If n :5 7 
and a given class contains a 6/Z symrep, then it contains exactly 
nl2n-l[U+ : u2 J. The t otal number of 6/Z symreps is a finite 
t 1 f , 2n-l mul ip e o n. • 
Proof. We shal l apply Theorem 2 . 5 . Let us determine o (z). 
n 
0 (Z) i f and only if XX ' = X'X, we have 2 Since X E = I 2: x .. 
n n l J 
where the sum is over i or j . Since the elements of x lie i n 
z, every row and column of x has one nonzero entry, and this is 
±1.. Clearly every such X is in 0 (Z). 
n 
Hence lo (z) j = nl2n . 
n 
If m is the number of generators of infinite order of u, the 
group of units of ~EAFI then [u+ : u2 J :5 2m. By the Dirichelet 
= 1 
Unit The·orem, m :5 n - l. If n :5 7 , then S(G,Z) holds (Theorem 
2 . l (2)) and we may apply Theorem 2 . 5 . The f i nal statement is a 
consequence of the following: 
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(i) the number of symreps in each class is a finite multiple 
of n!2n-l, 
(ii) the number of symrep classes does not exceed the number 
of ideal classes in the order 6, 
(iii) the number of ideal classes in 6 is finite [l]. 
Let f be the ring of integers in G. When n = 2 there is 
a r /z symrep if and only if there is a G/Q symrep (Corollary 
6.1 .1). It is natural to ask if this is true for all n. We do not 
know. Faddeev [3] has derived a partial result in this direction. 
(We rederive it below >Ti th a bound on the number of symreps .) The 
previous theory provides some tools f or seeking a counterexample. 
Suppose that n is odd, G is totally real, the class number is 
odd, and r = Z [e]. By Theorem 4 . 2 a G/Q symrep exists. By 
Corollary 2.6.2 we have JciJ = 1. By Lemma 2.l it follows that 
C((l)) E ci. There is a f/Z symrep if and only if C((l)) E f' . By 
Theorem 2.3 the existence of a r/z symrep implies that there is 
a unit 1l E f with 1lf' (9) totally positive where f(x) is the 
manic irreducibl e Q polynomial for e. 
Theorem 5.2. Assume that G is totally real, that 6 is the 
ring of integers in G, that n < 7, and that for any nonzero a E 6 
we have a totally positive T and an ideal (!l.. with at.2 = (a T). 
Then the number of 6/Z symreps is , 2n+k-l n . where k > 0 and 
divides the class number. 
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Proof. We shal l use the notation o f Theorems 2 . 5 and 2 .6. 
Since the class of the field different has a sg_ua re root [7, Thm. 176], 
( Ot-1)2 -· ( _,,,.o ,.,)-1 2 we have ·- ..,.... ..,.. f or some ideal en.. • Thus dt. ~ · oc,0 dZ. 
and so Ol ~ O?.. 0 • Let O"L 0 = a ot. Choose 'b- and -r such .that -r 
~is totally positive and 7,;..2 = (a -r). Then C ( en 7.r) E P since 
(012-) 0 == az 0 z_-l = 07.. 3- /r by Lemma 2 .3 (1). Since every ideal is 
an M-ideal and since S(G,Z) holds (Theorem 2.1 (2)), it follow.s 
from Corol lary 2.2 .3 that every class in P corresponds to a 6/Z 
rep class containing symreps. For any 6/Z rep A we have ~EAF 6. 
Since IPI = lciJ / l3j, application of Theorem 4 . 1 shows that the 
number of symreps is nl2n-l [u+ u.2 J·JciJ / J3!. By Corollary 2 . 6 .2 
we have the order of the maximum subgroup of type 
(2,2, ••• ,2) of the ideal class group . Thus 2k divides the class 
number. 
Let sgny be the vector 
h .th . t l" . w ose i componen ies in GF(2) and is 0 if and only i f 'Y (i)> O • 
Since the units U. of 6 form a group , sgnU. is .a subspace of 
GF (2)n, say of dimension m. If t is the. maximum number of 
generators of u which can be chosen totally positive, then 
2t == [U.+ : u.2 ]. However, t + m is the number of generators of u, 
namel y n by the Dirichelet Unit Theorem. Hence [U.+ : u.2 ] = 2n-m. 
For a principa l ideal ('Y) let sgn('Y) { sgn5 : ( 5 ) == ('Y)}. 
By the a ssumption of this theorem., 
u 2 n . sgn( or. ) = GF (2) 
OL E g 
If OL, 2,.- E g and sgn( 0t2 ) n sgn( Z. 2) f ¢, then Ot 2 = -r lr 2 for 
some totally positive -r and so (J?. =Cr . Hence 2n = [ GF(2 )nl = 
2: 0tE g I sgn(0t2 ) I = lgl ·I sgnul since sgnE~F = (sgny + sgnn : n E \..t}. 
h . . I o j - 2n -m -- . [' ,+ T is gives C;} u. 
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VI . THE 2 x 2 RATIONAL INTEGRAL CASE 
In v i ew of Theorem 2 .1 and Theorem 2 .4, it is to be expected that 
when D = Z and n = 2 the theory would be simpler. This is correct; 
in fact , completely new tools are available. One of these is con-
tinued fractions which can be used to study equivalence of ideals . 
By this means , previous results can be rederived for this special case. 
Our main use has been in a computer program, some results of which are 
given at the end of this section . A more fruitful tool is the 
2 2 Gaussian integers . They are suggested by t he equation c = u + v 
in Theorem 2.4 and turn out to be a convenient device for stating 
results developed at the end of this section . 
The first part of this section deals with concepts developed 
earlier and their application in the present case . Next Theorem 6. 4 
answers the following question . Let 61 <;:; 62 both have the same 
quotient fie l d , quadrati c ove r the rational numbers . Let .A be a 
61/z symrep and c1 ( in ) the corresponding ideal class . Extending 
tTl to a 62 ideal gives a new class c2 E~F K Let cO E~F cor-
respond to c2 (B) . Does c2 (B) contain a 62/D symrep? I f so , 
how does it relate to A? The final part of this section deals with 
a related problem: Let A be a 6/D symrep . Find all symreps in 
C(A) . A complete answer is not known, but some general r esults are 
given which reduce the necessary calculations . 
Lermna 6 .1 . If t:./Z r eps exist, then we may choose e so 
that ~ = z[e] and e is a real algebraic i nteger. 
· Proof. The ring of integers i n G has 1 and w as a module 
basis with w = .Jm or If any t:./z reps exist, 
!::. s; Z [w] by Corollary 1. 5. 2 . I f no t:./Z r eps exist there is 
nothing to study. For any a E t:., a = a + bw where a and b are 
integers . Thus a + bw E !::. if and only if bw E t:. . Let k be the 
greatest common div isor of all· b's such that bw E t:. . We have 
~ = Z[kw] . Let e =kw. By Krakowski ' s condition, e is r eal . 
Because of this we shal l assume that !::. z [8 J where e is a real 
algebraic i nteger . 
Definition 6.1. Let 'r ( c ) be the number of orde red pairs of 
integers (u,v) such that 2 2 u +v c . 
The value of -r(c) i s well known i n e l ement ary nwnber theory . 
Assume c i s a nonsquare. Write c = 2j .2k where 
a. 
.2 = IT p . 1 and 
l 
the are distinct p r imes congruent to 1 mod 4 and k is a 
product of primes congruent to 3 mod 4. If k is a nonsquare , 
-r(c) = 0 . If k i s a square, -r( c ) = 4rr(a. + 1) . 
l 
Theorem 6.1. Let e satisfy x2 + ax + b 0 . 'I'he numbe r of 
6/Z symreps is 
-r(a2 - 4b ) if a is even -r(a2 - 4b)/2 if a is odd .• 
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Proof. Write 2 ID = a - 4b . Since e is a real integer, 
m > 0 and a,b E · Z. By Theorem 2.4 t here are 't"(m) Z[ .fro J/z 
symreps . Since ~ 2 Z[ .fro ] it suffices to determine whi ch 
z [ .fm J/z symreps can be extended to ~/z symreps . Let the · Z 
matrix A t--t .Jm. Then B = (A - aI) /2 t--t e. It suffice s to 
determine when B has integer entries . If a is even, 
is. a multiple of 4 . By Theorem 2 . 4, A has even entries . 
2 
a 4b 
Thus B 
is z matrix . If is odd so is 2 4b . Then B is integral a a a -
i f and only if A has off-diagonal elements . Since 2 2 even u + v = 
2 2 I 
v + u , this is true for exactly half of the Z[ ~m J/z symreps . 
If existence is the only question we may use the following . 
Corollary 6.1.1. There is a ~/w symrep if and only if . there 
is a G/Q symrep . 
Proof . Necessity follows from Theorem 1.1 . To prove sufficiency 
let m be as above . By Theorem 2 . 4, m is the sum of two rational 
squares . It is known by elementary number theory that if an integer 
is t he sum of two rational squares , . then it is the sum of two in-
tegral squares . Hence 't"(m) f 0 • 
.I 
We now turn our attention to the number of symreps in a given 
class . This uses the concept of R(A) given in Definition 2 . 2 . 
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Th.eorem 6.2. Let C (A) be a c l ass of 6/Z reps such that 
A I € c (A). 
(1) I f R(A) has a unit of norm -1, then C(A) contains four 
symreps . 
(2) If R(A) h as no unit of norm -1, then C(A) contains zero or 
eight symreps • 
Proof. Recalling t hat the units g roup is the direct product of 
a group of order 2 and an infinite cyclic group, and using Theorem 
5.1 we see that it suffices to s how that C(A) 
symrep in case (1) . Let 11 b e a unit o f norm 
contai ns at l east one 
-1 
C ( OL) correspond to C (A) . Since is a unit in 
in R(A) . Let 
R(A) ::: ( 01. : oz. ) , 
we have 110?. == rn. Since A' € C (A), i t foll ows by Theorem 1.5 that 
Q7.. == f\ tn. 0 whe r e A E G. · One of ± 1', ± ll"A i s t otally positive. 
Call it 'r . Then 07- = 'r tn.0 • By Corollary 2 . 2 .3, C (A) contains a 
6/Z symrep . 
When 6 is the ring o f integers in G we can characterize the 
cl asses containing 6/Z symr eps s i nce Theorem 2.6 applies . This is 
done in the foll owing theorem, which can be found i n Taussky ' s work 
[18 , 19 ]. 
Theorem 6.3. Assume 6 is the r ing of i ntegers in G. Let cl 
and P be as in Theorem 2.6 . Every class in P corresponds to a 
class containing a 6 /Z symrep . The set cl is a group under ideal 
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class product. 
(l) If 6 has a unit of norm -l, then cl = P. 
(2) If 6 has no unit of norm -l, then P = ¢ or cl P is a 
subgroup of cl of index 2. In fact J - P c ons i sts precisely 
of those classes containing sel f conj ugate ideals. 
Proof. By Corollary 2 .2.3 every class in P corresponds to a 
cl ass with a 6/Z symrep . By Le:rnmas 6.1 and 2 .1, we have 
C((l)) E cl. Letting fl, = (l)" in Theorem 2 .6 shows that cl is a 
g r oup under ideal class product . By Theorem l.5, we may apply the 
previous theorem to get that cl = P if the re is a unit of norm -l. 
Suppose 6 has no unit of norm -1. Assume that P f ¢• By 
Theorem 2.3 it follows that C((l)) ¢ P. Since jgl in Theorem 2.6 
cannot exceed the number of distinct signatures of elements of G 
beginning +, we have jgl ~ 2 as ( +, + ) and ( +, - ) a re the 
only poss ible such signatures . As Pf cl we have lgl > 1. Hence 
lgl = 2 . By t he union expression of Theorem 2 . 6 and by Corollary 2. 6 .1, 
the properties of cl - P follow except the last. 
Assume that R(A) has no unit of norm -1. I f CJ'Z- =(ii, then 
2 - ( (J2. = ~mKK =kEglKI~ 1). Thus we have 
(t1t O?o /(1) o) by Lerruna 2 .3 (1) 
= (Not /(1) 0 ) 07., 0 = ((8 - G)Noz.) ()7. 0 by Lemma 2 .l. 
Since N( (8 - e)N OL) ( 8 - e) 2 (N oz.) 2 < 0 and 6 contains no unit 
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of norm -1, it follows that C( oi) € J - P . Conversely, suppose 
C(oz,) € J - P. Let ot= A<Jt.0 • Then 
ar./Oi = ()t.2 /CJlOi. = <!LAC1t0 / NQL = (1'/Noz) (1) 0 . by Lemma 2.3 (1) 
= /\/( (e - e)N ot) by Lemma 2.1. 
Since G is real and C( O?.) E J - P, we have NA< 0 and 
N(8 - e) = - (8 - e) 2 < O. Hence for some totally positive µ e G, 
we have 07. /Qt. = (µ) • Since N (Jt = Na?, it follows that Nµ = + 1. 
Let G = Q.( .fc ). Let a= .fc (1 - µ), then a/a= - (l - µ)/(1-µ)= 
µ. Let 1r = aOl. Since <n /Oi = µ = a/a, it fol lows that 1r = '/, • 
Clearly Z. E C (ot.). 
This concludes our specialization of the general theory. We now 
develop the Gaussian i nt egers as a tool . They provide a more detailed 
correspondence than ideals - instead of class correspondence we have 
a correspondence of i ndividual symreps to i ndividual complex nUmbers 
which are Gaussian integers or half integers • 
Definition 6 .2. Let G be generated by .fr · over Q. where r 
is a nonsquare rational number . Assume that n = q +.fr with 
q € Q., is an intege r in G. Assume that a z[nJ/z symrep exists 
r "'-'(-ba ba) and let "./ r ,-__, in the extension of t his representation. 
Then we say that the symrep corresponds to a = a + bi. 
For example, if n = (l + .[5 ) /2 ~ ( ~ i) , then 
and a = 1 + i/2. Note that the correspondence 
is one -to -one since specification of a determines the image of .fr 
and hence the symrep. 
Lemma 6.2. The complex number a corresponds to a Z[Tl]/Z 
symrep for some Tl if and only if 
(1) Re (a) E Z, 
(2) 2Tui(a) € z, and 
(3) m is not a rational square . We have 
We have that Tl = k + 2N(a) + .JN(a) f or some k € z. 
Proof . If a = a + bi satisfies (l) - (3), then ( O a) 
a 2b 
is a Z matrix corresponding to b + .fiii.. It determines a symrep . 
Conversely, suppose Tl = q + .fr • Then 2 .fr € Z [Tl] and so 
2Im(a) € z. Since Tl = q +.fr and q ~ qI2 , we have Re (a) € z. 
Finally, NX = r so NX cannot be a rational square. Since NX r, 
we have Tl = q + .fiiX Since Tl is an integer, q - 2N(a) € z. 
Lennna 6.3. Let a correspond to a 6/Z symrep A. The 
symreps equivalent to A under the elements of o2 (z) correspond to 
a, -a, a, -a. To get these symreps we may use E~ ~ ), ( ~ ~F , 
( -~ ~F ) and E~ -~F respectively . 
Proof. By Theore m 5 .1 we have !o2 (z)I = 8. 
Theorem 6.4. Let e be a nonrational integer in G and p · a 
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rational prime. Let 61 = Z[8] and 62 = Z[p8]. Assume A is a 
62/z symrep and let it correspond to a. Determine ~ as follows. 
(i) If Re (a/p) E z, then ~ = a/p. 
(ii) If (i) does not apply, then there is a Gaussian prime ~ 
such that NTT = p 2 and Re Ea/~ ) E Z . 2 Let . ~ =a/~ . 
This ~ corresponds to a 61 /z symrep B. Furthermore, if 
C (A) ~ C (oz.) and C (B) f.--7 C (!8), then C (113) is the extension of 
C (at) to a 61 ideal class. -
Proof . We shall use small German letters for ideals in 62 and 
capitals for ideals in 61 • Let ~ be the extension of ot. to a 6 · 1 
ideal. We shall let a = x + iy and ~ = u + iv and 8 = t + .fs 
where x,y,u,v,s,t E Q. If (i) applies, the theorem is clear. Assume 
that Re(a/p) ¥ Z. We shall consider p = 2 and p odd separately. 
Assume p = 2. Since (i) does not apply, x = 1(2) by Lemma 6.2 
(1). Since e is an algebraic integer, 4s = 1 or 0(4). However, 
2 4s =Na= 1 + y (4). Thus y is even and 4s is odd. Then a/2i 
satisfies Lemma 6 .2 (1) - (3) and so corresponds to a 61/z symrep . 
Since 2i = (l + i) 2 , we have that ~ = ± a/2i. By Lemma 6.3 we may 
assume ~ = a/2i (y - ix)/2. Under the symrep A we have 
2 .fs ~ ( -~ ; ) • A characteristic vector for this matrix is 
(x,y + 2 .fs ) . By Theorem l.5 we may assume . <J1- = (x,y + 2 .fs ) • In 
a s i milar fashion we have l8 = (y, -x + 2 .fs ) • Since · 
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.fs + (x + y) /2 € lll' it follows that 
~ = (x, ( .fs + (x + y)/2)2) = (x, .fs + (x + y)/2) as x is odd 
,.., (x(x + y - 2.fs), (N(x + y + 2.fs ))/2) 
(x(x + y 2 .fs ) ,xy) since x'?. + y2 = 4s 
,.., (y, x + y - 2 .f2 ) = (y, .:..x + .fs ) = ll3 
Asswne that p f 2. We will show that 7r 
exists . Since ax is a Gaussian integer and 
as described in (ii) 
2 N(ax) = 4s·p , there 
is a Gaussian integer y such that 3:X/y is a Gaussian i nteger and 
2 Ny = p • We may asswne that y = l(2) since Ny is odd. Then 
ax/y = ax(2). By Lemma 6.2 we have that [3 = a/y corresponds to a 
lll/z symrep. Since y = l(2) and (i) does not apply, 'Y f pik for 
any k E z. Thus, for some Gaussian prime 'Tr, we have 'Y = 7r2 ik 
2 2 2 for some k € z. Since 'Tr = l(2), either 'Y = 7r or 'Y = - 'Tr • 
2 By' Lemma 6.3 we may assume that 'Y = 'Tr • 
We must show that C (18) = C E~FK As in the case p = 2, we have 
C/f.. = (x,y + p .fs ) and ll3 = (u, v + .fs ) . Our first goal is to show 
that we may asswne (x, 2y) = l. It i s knovm [8, p. v] that if w is 
a quadratic integer over Q and a,b,c € Z, then (a,b + cw)' is 
an mbv for a Z[w) ideal over Z if and only if N(b + cw) = O(ac) 
and c divides (a,b). We shall use this below . Since (i) does not 
v 
apply and p r 2, we can choose £,m € z such that £p + 2mx = l. 
Then (x,£y + .fs ) ' is an mbv for · ~ since 
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(1) P,y + ._fs = m(2 ._fs ) x + P, (y + p ._fs ) 
(2) y + p ._fs = p(,ey + ._fs ) + m(2y)x 
(3) (£y)2 - s € z 
(4) (,ey) 2 - s = (1 - 2mx) 2y2 /p2 - s 
(y2 - p2s + rnx(mx 1)(2y)2 )/p2 
(-x2 + rnx (mx - 1)(2y)2)/p2 
- 0 (mod x) as (x,p) = 1 and 2y,x € Z • 
Let k = (x,2y) and c = s/k2 .• Since c = (x/k) 2 + (y/k) 2 , the sum 
of two squares , and 4c E ZJ one of ._fc and ._fc + 1/2 is integral. 
Call it~ · qhen ~= (x/k, £y/k + ._fc ) 1 is an mbv f or a w[~ z ideal 
since (£y/k) 2 c E Z and 
= (-(x/k) 2 + m(x/k)(m(x/k)-1)(2y) 2/p2 
- 0 (mod x/k). 
by (4) 
We shall show that li = (u/k, v /k + ._fc ) 1 is an mbv for a Z [~z 
ideal . Since a/k satisfies Lemma 6 .2 (l) - (3) and (k,p) = 1, it 
follows that f3/k satisfies Lemma 6 . 2 (1) - (3). Thus t3/k corres-
ponds to a w [~ g/z symrep E. A characteristic vector of E is li• 
By Theorem 1. 5 we have that li is an mbv for a Z [~ z ideal. Since 
~ and li are mbv ' s , the corresponding ideals are equivalent over 
w[~z if and only if ~ = µ'I'.Y! f or some . ~ E G · and some Z unimodular 
matrix T. Multiplying By k we see that this implies the result 
stated in the theorem. Hence , i t suffices to consider the case 
(x,,2y) = l. 
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Assume (x,2y) = 1 . Clearly · (u,2v) = 1 also . · We will show 
that !l.r 'fil ~ (1) and la fil ~ (1) . Then la ~ la fil '[[ ~ ~I whi ch will 
prove t he t heorem. First, 
m Ui = (x2 ,xy + xp .fs, xy - xp .fs, y2 - p2 s 
= x (x,2y ,y + p .fs ) = x(l,y + p .fs ) 
= (x) since y + p.fs E t:.1 • 
2 
- x ) 
Let 1T = c + di and i1f> = a + bi where a ,b,c,d E Q. Define 
- vd = vd (mod 1) . 2 and d s = A. = a - d .fs. Since a = uc 
d2 (u2 + v2 ) = (dv) 2 (mod 1) and d E Z, we have A e: t:.1 • 
show that 113 fil = (A.) • We have 
m fil = (x,y - p .fs ) ( u, v + .fs ) 
We shall 
(xu,x(v + .fs ) , u (y - p .fs ) , (y - p .fs ) (v + .fs ) ) 
(U,A.(b + c .fs ) ,A.(b - c .fs ) , -A. 2 ). 
In a similar fashion to showing A. e: t:.1 , we can show that 
b + c .fs e: t.1 • Let ~ = l8 fil/A.. Then 
(1) 2 ~:;:;? ((2a , 2b),a + d.fs, b + c .fs) 
::J ( (2, 2y) , a ·+ d .fs, b + c .fs ) since 7r(27$) = 3:J'. shows 
t hat (2a,2b) divides (2x,2y) = (2, 2y). 
(a) (1) if y r z 
(b) ::J ( 2 , a + d .fs, b + c .fs ) i f y e: Z. 
We consider case (b). Since a = x + i y is a Gaussian integer and 
p f- 2, it follows by assumption t hat ~ = a/rr2 is a Gaussian i nteger . 
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Since 1 = (u,2v), we have that u is odd . Since Nrr is odd, 
exactly one of c and d is odd . 
(b-1) I f c is odd, b = ud = d - 1 (mod 2) and so ~:::g (2, b) (1) . 
(b-2) If d is odd, a= UC - c - 1 (mod 2) and so ~ :::J (2 , a ) (1). 
Thus (i = (1). 
We now turn our attention to the problem of find equivalent 
symreps. 
Definition 6 .3 . If for some we say that 
A and B are trivially equivalent . 
Let A be a symrep. There are four symreps triviall y equivalent 
to A. They are given by Lemma 6. 3. Let R(A) be as in Definition 
2.2 . If R(A) has a unit of norm -1, there are only these four 
trivial sol utions to our problem by Theorem 6.2 . On the other hand , 
if R(A) has no unit of norm -1, there are eight symreps equivalent 
to A. We may divide these into two sets tn1 . and tn2 such that 
and the symreps in rn . 
1. 
are all trivially equivalent for 
i = 1 , 2 . Thus it suffices to find a B E tn2 • For this purpose we 
will introduce an R(A) invariant called the conjugator . At · present 
no method is known for finding it in all cases, except by solving the 
original problem • . We shall list properties of the conjugator which 
make its speedy determination possible in many cases. A table of 
conjugators would be usef'ul when a digital computor is not available. 
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The f act t hat the correspondence A (--7 a does not always l ead 
to Gaussian integers is s omewhat troublesome . We can eli minate the 
problem by the following lemma . 
Lemma 6 . 4. Let A and B be symreps corre sponding to a an d 
f:> respectively . Assume that ~K EAF = Z [ (1 + .fs )k] where s E z. 
Then a0 = 2ia and t:>0 = 2it=> determine symre ps A0 and B0 whi ch 
are e quivalent if and only if A and B are equivalent and one 
equivalence is trivial if and only if the other is. Furthe rmore, 
Proof . We can assume A and B are images of ( l + .fs ) /2 . 
Since R(A) = z [ ( l + .f s ) /2 ] we must h ave I m(a ) ii z. Hence 
Re(2ia) is odd. Thus R(C) = Z [ .fs ] . By Lemma 6 . 3 , the trivial 
equivalences arise f rom mult i plication by + l a nd -1 and conjugation 
followed by such multiplication . Si n c e ± 2i5 = 2i(± 5 ) and 
± 2 i 5 = 2i(+ 5) we see that A....., B is a t r i vial equival ence if and 
only if A0 ....., B0 is . If A0 ....., B0 , then appl ication o f Theor em 6.4 
gives A ....., B. 
It remains to eliminate one possibility : A ....., B is nontrivia l 
and A0 f B0 • Suppose this is the case . By Theorem 6.2, R(A) has 
no unit of norm -1. Since R(A0 ) ~ Gt.(A), it follows that R(A0) 
has no uni t o f norm -1 . Thus there is a symrep E0 which is non-
tri vially equivalent to A0 • If E0 corresponds to e:0 , then by 
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Theorem 6.4 E0/2i corresponds to a symrep. E equivalent to A. 
Since A0 ~ E0 is nontrivial, A ~ E is nontrivial by the previous 
paragraph. Hence B ~ E is trivial. Thus B0 ~ E0 and so 
A0 ~ E0 ~ B0 , a contradiction . 
The method of applying Theorem 6.4 which we used above will 
prove useful i n discussing the conjugator later. We now develop 
what is nearly a canonical· form for a. 
Lemma 6.5. Assume that the symrep A corresponds to a Gaussian 
integer a. If R(A) has no unit of norm -1, there are Gaussian 
integers µ and v and a rational integer k such that 
(i) a = kµv, . 
(ii) (Nµ,Nv) = 1, 
(iii) kµv corresponds to a symrep nontri vially equivalent to A, 
(iv) no rational prime divides µv. 
If k'µ'v ' i s another such decomposition, then k = ± k' and either 
µ/µ' and v/v' are Gaussian units or µ/v' and v/µ' are Gaussian 
units . 
a. 
Proof'.. Let a i8K.·IT rr.J where Nir. are distinct rational 
J J 
primes and k € z. 
B correspond to 
Let A~ B be 
b b. 
f3 = i m IT rr '. J 
J 
a nontrivial equivalence and let 
Without loss of generality m,k > O. 
If Nir. = 2, we can assume a . = 0 or 1 since (1 + i) 2 
J J 
2i . The 
same remark applies to f3 • . Under these condit i ons we shall show that 
k = m. Since 
have that f3/k 
._. 
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(l/k)A is a Z matrix equivalent to (l/k)B, we 
b. 
is a Gaussian integer. As TI 1q~ J is divisible by 
J 
no rational prime, k divides m. Similarly m divides k. Hence 
k = m. Since Na = - IA! = - IB! = N[3, it follows that the 1T 1• 
J 
can be arranged so that N7T . = N7T'. and a. = b .. Since the Gaussian 
J J 
units are powers of i, we may adjust b 
Now let 
µ .a ]. II and v 
1T .=1T'. 
J J 
J J 
so that 1T 1• = 1T. or 1TJ .• 
J J 
II a. . J 1T. 
'i.= 1T'. J 
J J 
Then all properties but (iii) are satisfied. We have kµv 
ic[3. Since v = v (mod 2) we have that ia-bf3/k = a/k ~ 0 (mod 2). 
As R(A) = R(B), an application of Lemma 6 .2 to a/2k and f3/2k 
gives a/k = [3/k(mod 2) . Thus we have two possibilities: 
(a) a - b - 0 (2) 
(b) a - b - l (2) and a = 1 + i (mod 2). 
We temporarily assume that the latter occurs . Then l + i divides 
µv and hence µ or v. If l + i divides µ, replace µ by 
µ/(l + i) and v by v(l + i). Since (l + i) 
reduces case (b) to case (a): If l + i divides v, the situation 
is similar. In case (b) we have kµv = ± [3 and we are done by 
Lemma 6.3. 
The uniqueness question r emains. By using (iv) and an argument 
.) 
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similar to the one on m and k above, we see that k' divides k 
and k divides k'. Hence k = ± k' • . Thus µ'v' is one of ± µv 
' 
and ± µv by Lemma 6.3 since there are only eight syriireps equivalent 
to A. 
Suppose µ'v' = ± µv . Since µ'v' = ± µv, 
2 
± µ Nv. By (iv) no rational primes divide µ 
we have 
or µ'. 
rational primes divide 2 µ or Thus r = Nv ' /Nv 
two. By (iv), we have r = 2t for t = -1, 0 , or +l 
is odd and Nv ' is even . Then Nµ' is odd and we have 
2 . 
1 = µ' (mod 2 ) 
2 
µ' Nv' = 
Hence no odd 
is a power of 
Suppose Nv 
= µ2 /2 (µ/(l + i)) 2 i i (mod 2); a cont radict ion. 
S · · 1 1 t ../. 1 H t 0 Thus µ2 - ± µ 12 d / 1 imi ar y, r - . ence = • an so µ µ 
is a unit. Also, v/v ' = ± µ' /µ is a unit. 
Suppose µ'v' = ± µv = ± µv, then the roles of µ and v are 
reversed and we get t hat µ/v' = ± µ'/v, a unit . 
The following lemma makes it possible to define the conjugator. 
Lemma 6.6. Let. A and B be inequivalent t:,/Z symreps such 
that R(A) = R(B ) , a ring with no unit of norm -1, and A cor-
responds to a Gaussian integer a: = kµv where k,µ, v are as in the . 
previous l e mma . Let B correspond to ~ K Then we may write 
Nµ = Nµ 0 
the ~revious lemma . 
and Nv = Nv 0 and satisfy 
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Proof. In general t3 = k0µ0v0 • Since R(A) = R(B), we may 
take k0 = k by· combining the ± with µ0 • We may work with A/k 
and B/k, so it can be assumed that k = 1. Let µ = AT] and 
v =err be such that t3 = i~~ifr (This can be done since Na = N[3.) . 
By an argument like that of t he previous lemma' s proof we can show that 
A,T],er;r canbe chosen so that ia=±l. Since R(A) =R(B), the 
norms of AIqzIerI~ are pairwise pri me . 
By E~IbF we shall mean that for two symreps C and E cor-
responding to ~ and E we have C ,..., E . We shall show that if 
p,cp,1jr are Gaussian integers with pairwise prime norms then 
EpcpijrIpcp~F implies (pq;ijr,pcpijr). The de s ired r esult follows since 
E‘vI‘-~F impli es (ATiv,ATlv) implies (ATiv,AT]v = qlv~F implies 
(ATjifr, Tlcr'LA) implies (± ATjifr, ± AT]cr'L) and we may let µ0 = ± AT] 
and v0 =err . Define 
f (er) = ( Re er - Ri me ~ ) and K =. ( lo 10 ) • Im er v 
The matrix f(er) is a common means of representing the compl ex number 
~K The followi ng properties are eas i ly shown . 
(a) f (crr) = f EerFfE~F and fE~F = f(er) I 
(b) f(CY)K = Kf(;;) 
(c) -i{?- = I 
( d) . f (er)K = ( -Im er Re CT) Re CT Im CT • 
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Propert ies (a) - (c) will be used to establish identit i es . Property 
(d) links K and f to the correspondence between Gaussian integers 
and symreps (Definition 6.2) . I n terms of f and K our goal be-
comes: 
if p I ~I1jr are Gaussian integers with pairwise prime 
norms and T is a Z unimodular matrix and 
(*) qfEp~ijrFh = fEp~tFhq , 
then for some Z un·imodular matrix S we have 
pfEp~ijrFh = fEp~tFhp • 
We shall show that S = fE~FqfE~F/k~ is a solution . Clearly 
I S l = l Tl = ± 1 and 
k~·pfEpcpijrFh = fE~FqfE~FfEpEMvFh 
= f E~FqfEp~ijr F hf E~F by (a) and (b) 
= fE~FfEp~tFhqfE~F by (*) 
= k~ ·fEp~t1hp by (a) and (b). 
We must show that S is a Z matrix . We have 
N(pijr)S = k E ptFfE~F qf E~F/k~ 
= fEcpFqfEp~ijrFfEptF/k~ by (a) 
= fE~FqfEp~tFhhfEpijrF/k~ by (c) 
= fEcpFfEp~tFhqhfEpijrF/k~ by(*) . 
= f(pt) KTKf(pijr) by (a). 
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Thus kEp~Fp and kE~Fs are Z matrices . Since N(pt) and k~ 
are relatively prime, S is a Z matrix . 
Suppose ~hat s E Z and that for some symrep A we have 
Z [ .fs ] = R(A) . Assume that R(A) has no unit of norm -1. ·Let 
A ~a = kµv where k,µ,v satisfy Lemma 6. 5 (i) - (iv). Then 
s ~ - N .fs = - IA/kl = Nµv. By Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6, the set {Nµ,Nv} 
is a unique function of s. Since (Nµ,Nv) = 1, this set is de -
termined by s and the primes· dividing Nµ . We are thus led to make 
the following definition. 
Defin ition 6. 4. Let s E Z and suppose Z [ .fs ] = R(A) for 
some symrep A. Then the conjugator of s, written K(s), i s· de -
a . 
fined as follows . Write = TI l where > 0 and the s pi a . p. are l l 
distinct rational primes. Let c = TI p . • 
J_ 
(1) If R(A) has a unit of norm -1, then K (s) is the set {l,c}. 
(2) If R(A) has no unit of norm -1, let A <-7CX = kµv where 
k , µ,v sat isfy Lemma· 6. 5 (i) - (iv) . Then K(s) is the set 
{ ( c, Nµ) , ( c, Nv) } • 
By the discuss i on preceding the definit ion, K(s) depends only 
on s and not on A. We wish to know when K(s) is defined . By 
Lemma 6.5 (iv) and the fact that s = Nµv, it is clear that K(s ) is 
defined if and only if s i s the sum of two relatively prime squares . 
As (1 + i) 2 = 2i and rational primes congruent to 3 modulo 4 are 
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Gaussian primes , it follows that K(s) is defined if and only i f 
s is a product of primes congruent to 1 modulo 4 or t wice such a· 
product. 
If a table of K (s) were available f or s of the above form, 
then for a given symrep A one could find all e quivalent symreps . 
Lat er we shall determine properties of K(s) which would be useful 
in t he construct i on and extension of such tables . 
The following procedure illustrates t he use of such tables. Let 
A be the given symrep . 
1. Let t = tr A and h = (2a12, a11 - a22) and B = (2A - t r) /h. 
(We have that R(A) is isomorphic to Z [B ] or Z [ (B + I)/2] . 
In the l atte r case , Lemma 6.4 can be used .) 
2 . Let s =-I BI and a = b 12 + i b 22 • 
3. I f 1 E K(s), the only equivalences are the trivial ones . These 
are given by Lemma 6.3 . 
4. Assume 1 ¥ K(s). Let p1 ••. pk E K(s) . It is usually best to 
choose the element of K( s ) with t he lesser number of prime 
5. 
6. 
factors . 
For each pj find x,y E Z with x2 + y2 = P .• 
J 
If divides 
xb12 + yb11, let 71" j = x + iy; otherwise, l et 7f j = x - iy . If 
the highest power of p . dividing s is t he n.th, defi ne 
2n . n .J J 
f + ig =ctll7)" . J /TI p. J . 
J J 
Let E = ( - g !) Then (hE + tI)/2 · i s nontrivially f " . 
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equivalent to . A. 
A knowledge of the conjugator and the factorization of a ·into 
Gaussian primes is sufficient to find equivalent syntreps . In order · 
t o find the unimodular transformation used to achieve the equivalence·, 
it is also necessary t o solve a diophantine equation . The next theorem 
p r oves this . 
Theorem 6 . 5. Let A be a syntrep correspondi ng to a . Gaussian 
intege r a= kµv wher e k,µ,v satisfy Lemma 6.5 (i), (ii), and (iv). 
Condition (iii) of Lemma 6.5 is satisfied if and only if 
2 2 2 (Nµ )x - (Nv )y = ± t for some x,y € Z , 
where t = 1 if R(A) is of the form Z [ .fs ], and t = 2 other-
wise . The matrix 
T x ( - Im µ Re µ) + ;[. ( Re v Im ~F t Re µ Imµ t -Im v Re 
' 
is z unimodular and TAT-l corresponds to kµv. 
Proof . Let f and K be as in the proof of Lemma 6.6. Then 
A f(kµ v)K. Let T be a nonsingular Q. matrix . We have 
(*) TAT-l = kf(µv)K 
if and only if (f(v)T) A f(v)kf (µ) Kf(v)T = A(f(v)T) . Thus (*)holds 
if and only if f(v).T is a polynomial in A. Let A correspond to 
r + .fq where r,q E Q. Then 2 (A - rI) is s calar. Hence ( *) 
holds if· and only if f (v )T = uA + vI for some u,v € Q. This is 
equivalent to 
T = (ku)f(µ)K + (v/Nv)f(;) 
= wf(µ)K + zf(;) for some w ,z E Q. 
We have I 2 2 Tl = (Nv)z - (Nµ)w • Thus T is a Z unimodular matrix 
such that TAT-l corresponds to kµv if and only if 
(i) T ~ xf(µ)K/t + yf (;)/t , 
(ii) 2 2 2 (Nµ)x - (Nv)y = ± t , and 
( iii) x , y € Q and T is a Z matrix . 
We must sh ow t hat (iii) is equ i valent to x,y € z. 
Suppose x,y € z. If t = 1, then ( iii) holds. If t = 2 , 
then ~EAF is of the form Z [ (1 + .fs ) /2]. By Lemma 6 . 2 and 
(µv, 2) = 1 (Lenuna 6 .5 ( iv)) we have µv = i (2 ). Hence µv2 = iv(2) . 
2 · 
Since v = Nv = 1 (2), we have µ = iv(2). As Nµ and Nv are 
odd, (ii ) gives x = y (2). Thus 2T = 0 (2) and so (iii) holds. 
Suppose (iii) holds . Then 
(± x · Im µ + y ·~e v)/t € Z and (x·Re µ ± y · Im v)/t € Z • 
Hence 2x · Im µ/t E Z and 2x · Re µ/t E z. By Lemma 6 . 5 (iv), we have 
2x/t € z. Similarl y , 2y/t E Z. If t = 2, we are done . Suppose 
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t = l. Then 2x/cy E Z. If x E z, then y · rte v E Z and 
y·Im v E Z and so y E Z. Similarly, if y E Z then x E z. 
Assume x,y ¥ z. Then 0 = 2 (x·Im µ + y · Re v) (mod 2) - Im µ + Re v 
and 0 =Reµ+ Im v (mod 2). Thus Re(µv) =Re µ·Rev Im µ•Im v -
0 (mod 2). Hence by Lemma 6.5 (iv ) we have µv = i(2). Thus R(A) 
is of the form Z[(l + .fs )/2] by Lemma 6.2. This contradicts t = l. 
It is interesting to note that the uniqueness of K(s) shows 
that x 2 d - y2 (s/d) = ± t 2 with t as in the theorem and d a · 
divisor of s with d <.fs is solvable for d = 1 and at most one 
other d. Actually, it can be shown (by means of the fact that 
1 E K(s) if and only if there is a unit of norm -1 in z[.fs J) that 
2 2 
exactly two of x d - y (s/d) = + 1 are solvable where d ranges 
over all divisors of s. 
This theorem provides one means of finding the conjugator, but it 
seems rather hard to use. The next theorem lists some properties of 
K (s) which would be useful i n generating a table of s versus K (s) ·. 
Theorem 6 .6. Let m, s E Z be such that 
defined. 
If lE K(m2s), then lE K(s). 
3 K(m s) = K(ms). 
2 
K (m s) and · K (s) are 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) If p is a prime congruent to 1 modulo 4 and . p does not divide 
s and K(s) = {a,b}, 
{b,ap}. 
then 2 K(p s ) is one of {ab,p}, {a,pb}, 
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(4) If . K(s) = (ab, c } where the prime factors of a divide s 
exactly to an odd power and those of b divide s exactly to 
an even power, then (alp) = + 1 for all odd primes p dividing 
c . 
(5) 1 € K(s) if and only if the continued fraction for .fs has odd 
period. 
Proof . (1) . Since 1 € K(t) i f and only if Z[ .ft ] has a unit 
of norm -1 and since Z [ .Jm2s .] s; Z [ .fs L the result is clear . 
We shall apply Theorem 6.4. Suppose 2 K(p s) = (a,bp} with 
a fl. If p divides s, Theorem 6.4 shows that {a, bp} = K(s ). If. 
p is prime to s, then K (s) = (a, b} or b = l. 
(2). If l € K(a3s), use (1) . I f l .j K(a3s), the previous 
paragraph applies . 
(3) • 2 (1) . 2 If 1 € K(p s) , use If 1.; K(p s), the above 
paragraph applies . 
( 4) • We use The orem 6.5. since (Nµ,Nv) = l and (-l jp") = + 1 
the result easily foll ows. 
(5). It is well known that the continued fraction for .fs has 
odd period if and only if Z [ .fs ] has a unit of norm -l. 
When s < 10,000, a table of the continued fraction expansion 
for .fs is available [13]. By this table a nd (5) of the theorem, it 
can be determined if l E K (s ). 
:._..,· 
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Let plJ···'Pk be distinct primes congruent to 1 modulo 4 and 
prime to s E z. Assume K(s) is defined. We shall discuss the 
possibility of determining in terms of the £ · sets 
K Ep~ ••• p~s/p~F (l ~ i ~ £). The discussion relies on (l) - (3) of the 
theorem. When £ = 3 (and hence when £ > 3), the value of 
2 2 K(pl ••• pp,s) can be uniquely determined. As a matter of fact, two of 
2 2 2 2 2 2 K(plp2s), K(plp3s) and K(p2p3s), appropriately chosen, suffice.to 
2 2 2 determine K(plp2p3s ). Our table is organized accordingly . When 
£ = 2, an ambiguity arises in one of the six possible cases . An 
example shows that this ambiguity cannot be resolved only by knowing 
the form of and When £ = l, we cannot decide any 
of the cases . Examples are given . At t imes Theorem 6.6 (4) may be 
used to resolve such ambiguities; for example , since (l7/29) = -l 
and K(l3 ·l7) = (l3,17}, we have K(292 ·l3·l7) = ( 29 ·17 ,l3}. Theorem 
6.6 (5) can also be used; for example} we see from [l3] that the 
continued fraction fo r J 52 · 29 has even peri od and so K(52 .29) 
{ 5, 29} • Many of the examples given below were found by. an IBM 7094 
using the continued fraction approach to ideal equivalence ( see [8]) . 
The program's running time per case is on the order of one second or 
less . Our main examples come from two distinct G' s in which various 
integral domains were used. They are 
s = 5·4l 
K = { 5, 4l} 
I\ 
2 l3 · 5·4l 2 l7 .5.41 
{l3, 5·4l} { l 7, 5 · 4l} 
\I 
132 ·172·5·41 
( 17' 13. 5. 4l} 
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s = 13·17 
K = {13,17} 
/y~ 
2 29 ·13·17 2 · 2 5 ·13·17 37 •13·17 
(29 ·17,13} ( 5 ,13 ·17} (37 ,13 ·17} 
\/ 
2 2 5 ·37 ·13·17 
(5·37,13 ·17} 
In what follows we shall l et p1 = p, p2 = q, and p3 = r. We · 
shall assume that a,b, c are all different from 1. 
f, = l 
K (s ) 2 K (p s) example 
(l,pa} · 52 · l 3 ( l ,a} - - - - - - - - - -
{p,a} 52·29 
(p, ab} 52·13·17 
- - - - - - - - - -
{ a,b} (pa, b} 
292 ·13·17 - - - -( pb , a} 
jJ, = 2 
2 K (p s) 
. 2 
. K(q s) 2 2 K (p q s ) 
( l ,pa} ( l,qa} (l,pqa} 
( l,pa} { q,a} ( pa,q} 
( pq,a} 2 2 . ex . 5 ·37 ·13·l7 
{p,a} { q,a} - - - ·- - -
{ p,qa} 
------
2 2 
ex. 13 ·17 · 5·41 
{ q,pa} 
{p,a} { qb, c } ( p ,qa} be =a 
{pa, b} { qa, b} { pqa, b} 
{pa, b} ( qb ,a} {pa,qb} 
2 The table for K (p s) clearl y lists all possibilit i es which 
agree with Theorem 6.6(3). 
' 2 2 
K (p S ) , K ( q_ s ) pairs except 
The t able for 2 2 K(p q s) lists all possibl e 
2 K (p S) = { qb, c } with be = a . This 
2 2 . 2 
cannot occur ; for suppose K(p q s) = {qx,y}. Then (x,y} = K(p s) 
or {l,pa} by Theorem 6.6 (3). Si nce K(p2s ) = (l,pa}, we have 
1 1 Th f . ,,.. (p2q2s) x = , y = pa or x = pa, y = • e a rmer g i ves " 
{q, pa}, so K(q2s) = {q,a} which is impossible . The latter gives 
K(p2q2 s) = {pqa,l} which i s impossible by Theorem 6.6 (1). To 
.,. (p2q2s) t evaluate ~ for he r emaining entries proceed as in the 
following example. 2 K ( q s) = { q, a} • By 
The orem 6. 6 (3) one of the elements in K(p2q2 s) is divisible by 
. (22) { } { } . pa . Thus K p q s = l,pqa or pa,q • The forrner contradicts 
Theorem 6 .6 (1) . 
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p, = 3 
2 2 K (p q s) 2 2 K(p r s) 2 2 2 K(p q r s) 
{ l,pqa} {l,pra} 
{ l,pqa} ( pa, r} 
( p,qa} (p, ra} 
( p,qa} (pr ,a} 
(p, qa} {pa,r} 
{pa,qb} {pa,rb} 
( pa, qb} (pra, b} 
{pq,a} {pr ,a} 
{ pqa, b} {pra, b} 
* det ermi ned f rom 
(l,pqra} 
( r ,pqa} 
(p,qra} 
{pr , qa} 
(pqa,r} 
· {pa, qrb } 
( pra,qb} 
{pqr, a} 
(pqra,b} 
. 2 2 2 K(p qr s) 
·~K 
2 2 K(q r s )* Case 
{ 1, qra} I 
( r,qa} I 
-- II 
{ r ,qa} II 
{r,qa} II 
{ a,qrb) v 
{ra, qb} IV 
{ qr ,a} III 
( qra, b} IV 
The calculations for P, = 3 are more complicated thari for 
P, = 1 , 2; therefore they are presented in detail • . The procedure is 
to use Theorem 6.6 and 2 2 K(p q s ) to determine all possible values 
for 2 2 K(p rs) . Those values whi ch can be listed under a previous 
case by permuting p , q, and r are then rejected . For each value 
of K(p2r 2 s ) t hat results, Theorem 6. 6 is used to determine 
K(p2q2r 2s). 
I 2 2 1 E K (p q s) 
Let 2 K((pqr) s ) = {rx,y}. Then 1 E {x ,y} by Theorem 6.6 (3). If 
y = 1 , 2 2 then 1 E K(p rs ) by Theorem 6.6 (1) . If y fl, then 
x = l 2 2 2 2 2 and K(p q r s) = {r,pqa} and so K(p r s ) ( r ,pa} • 
II K(p2q2s) = (p,qa} • 
Let 2 2 K(p r s) (px,y}. Since 2 K(p s) = { P' a}' di vi ding r out of 
(px,y} gives {l,pa} or 
or r. In the latter case 
{p, a} • 
y = a 
I_n the former 
or ra. Let 
case , y = 1 (cas I) 
K(pqr) 2s) = {pu,v}. 
2 2 (impossible), Using K(p q s) gives v = l r, qa, or qra. This 
gives the following array of 
possibilities . 
{pa,r} 
2 2 
K (p r s) (pr, a} 
{p,ra} 
·2 
K ( (pqr) s) possibilities versus 
( pqa, r} 
out 
out 
2 K ( (pqr) s) 
{pr,qa} 
out 
out 
(p,qra} 
out 
out 
We have eliminated cases by using 2 K ( (pqr) s) to get 2 2 K(p rs). 
remaining cases are listed in the table for £ = 3. 
III 2 2 K(p q s) = (pq,a} • 
Let 2 2 K(p rs) = {px ,y}. Since 2 K(p s) = ( p ,a} we have y = l 
2 2 K(p r s) 
The 
(case I), r (case II), a, or 
Let K((pq_r) 2s) = {pu,v}. Using 
ra ( case II). Thus 2 2 K(p r s) = {pr,a}. 
a, r, 
v =a 
2 2 
ra. Using K(p r s) 
and so K((pqr) 2s) 
IV 
2 2 K(p q s) gives v = l (impossible), 
similarly gives v = a,q, or qa. Thus 
(pqr,a}. 
~cpOqOsF = c b} " pqa, • 
Let 2 2 K(p r s) 
r (case II), 
( px, y }. 
b, rb. Let 
Us ing 
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2 K(p s) 
2 K(pqr) s) 
v = l (imposs ible), r,b,rb. 
(pa , b} 
(pu, v }. 
A. If 2 2 K(prs) ={pra,b), then v = l , q, b, qb • 
gives 
Using 
y = 1 ( case I), 
. 2 2 
K(p q s) gives 
By ~he above values 
B. 
f or v, we have v = b • 
I f K(p2r 2 s) = ( pa, rb), then v = l, q ,rb,qrb . By t he above val ue s 
for v, we have v = rb. 
Let 2 2 K(p r s ) 
b (case IV), 
v 2 2 K(p. q s ) = ( pa,qb) • 
(px,y ). We get y = l (case I), r (case I I), 
or rb. Thus K(p2r 2 s ) = {pa,rb}. Let K(p2q2 r 2s) 
{pu,v). Then v = l (impossibl e ), r,qb, or r qb and also v = l, 
q,rb, or rqb . Thus y = rqb. 
APPENDIX 
The notation is that given in Definition 4 .1. The purpose of 
the Appendix is t o collect t he theorems needed in Section IV. In 
all cases proofs or references are given; however, the results can: 
be found in other places as they are rather well known in the areas 
to which they belong. 
Theorem A (Hi l bert symbol). Let H be a l ocal field at the 
prime spot "/- = (TT) and let a, b, c E H*. Then 
(1) (a,bc) 
(a,ab) 
(a,b)(a,c) by [12,57:10]; 
(a,-b) by [12, 57:10]i (2) 
(3) if 2 a f/ H , there is an x E H* such that 
[12' 63: 13 J ; 
( 4) if f(H( .fa ) /H) = 2, then (a,TT) -1 by 
63:lla]; 
(5) if TT is prime to 2 and a and b are 
(a, b) = + l by [12, 63 :12]; 
(6) if a/b = l (mod 4 TT), then a E bif and 
[12,63 :1]. 
(a,x) -1 by 
[12,63:3 and 
local units then 
(a, c ) (b, c) by 
Theorem B (Hasse symbol) . Let A and B be nonsingular 
symmetric matrices over a local f ield H. Let A. be a x a and 
B be b >:< b • Then 
(1) . A := B if and only if c (A) = c(B) and a = b . and !AB ! E if 
by [12) 63 : 20 ] ; 
(2) c(A © B) = c(A)c(B)(!Al,I BI) by [l2 , 58: 3]; 
(3) c(cA) = c(A)(c,(-l)a(a+l)/2 1Al a+l) - when c EH* by [12,58:3]; 
(4) c(A ® B) = c(A)bc(B)a( -1 ,IAl)b(b-l) /2( -1,I Bl) a (a -1)/2. 
(IAI 'IBI ) ab+\ 
(5) if the pr ime spot of the field doe s not divide 2 IAI and the 
(6) 
elements of A are l ocal integers , then c(A) = + l by 
[12, 92 : l]; 
if Ai = (ajk), 1 :S. j, k :S. i, 
(IAa l ,-l) if no !Ai\ = 0 by 
then c (A) = IT .< 
i a 
[9) p .32 ]; 
(7) if K is an extension of H of odd degree and IAI E H*2, 
then c(A/H) = c (A/K). 
Proof . (4). Write (i,j) :S. (i' ,j') if i < i' , or i = i' 
A~ :Z: © ai and B ~ 2: ©bi. By Theorem A (1) we have E aibjD~b£F = 
EaiIakFEaiIb£FE~IbjFEbjIb£FK Splitting ~he product into the parts 
i < k and i = k gives 
c(A ® B) ( c (A) II (a . , a . ) ) b 2 ( II (al. , I B I ) (a , I B l ))b 
i l l i < k K 
II (a ., a . )b(b+l)/2. 
l l i 
(! Bl' IB\ )a (a-l)/2 
.u £ (I A I , b £) (I A I , b j) · c (B) a . 
J_ 
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By Theorem A (2) we get 
(7). Let B =A EB I 3. By (2) of this theorem, c(A) = c (B). 
By Theorem E we have two possibilities: 
(i) B =: I EB - s EB n EB - s n (H) where (n) == A/- is the prime 
ideal of H and s is a ,cp-adic unit with H( .Jc. ) quadratic 
unramified over H; 
(ii) B =:I EB -1EB1 EB -1 (H). 
In these cases we have over any field containing H 
(i) c (B) 
(ii) c(B) 
(-s,s n)(-s n,-1)(1,-1) = (-1,-l)(s,-n); 
(-1,-1). 
By Theorem A (4) we have (s,-n/H) = -1. Since f(K/H) is odd, 
f(K( .Jc. ) /K) = 2 . Let e = e (K/H) and let IT be a prime of K, 
then (n)- = (II)e over K. By Theorem A (4) we have (s,-n/K) 
(s,rr/K)e = (-l)e = -1 since e is odd. Thus 
(i) c(B/H) 
(ii) c(B/H) 
- ( --1 , -1) 
(-1,-1) 
c (B/K) 
c (B/K) 
(-1,-1); 
(-1,-1). 
Since c (I4) = + 1, whichever of (i) and (i i ) covers B = r 4 
shows that ( -1, -1/H) = (.._..1, -1/K). 
-lOl-
-Theorem C. Let A be a symmetric matrix over a global field 
H. Assume IA.I I o. Then n c(A/HJ./.) = + l where the product ruris 
ove r all p rime spots ~ on H (including the infin ite ones ). 
[l2, p.l90]. 
Theorem D (Hasse -Minkowski). Let A ·and B be symmetric 
matrices over a global field H. Assume A and B have the same 
d i mensions and IABI f 0. Then A~ B (H) if and only if 
(l) IABI € ~I 
(2) c(A/H"'I) = c(B/H'j) for all l ocal p rime spots "/t on H, 
(3) indEA/e~F = ind(B/H 1 ) at all real prime spots "I on H 
where i nd(A/H ~F i s the numbe r of ai > 0 in A ;;;; L. © ai Ee~FK 
[12, p .189]. 
Theorem E. Let H be a l ocal field with prime spot .if = (TI) • 
Let c: be a unit in H such that f (H( .fc; ) /H) = 2. Exactly one of 
the followi ng holds f or a nons i ngular symmetric H matrix A of 
dimension at least 3. 
(l) A ~ I $ - E e - TI e E TI. 
(2) A-:::::Kfbi1 - l©a:@~ for some * a:I~ € H • 
If (2) appl ies and I Al € ~I it may be. assume d that a: = l, ~ -1. 
Proof . We have c(I © -l © a: ©~F = E-lIa:FE-a:Ia:~ FE-a:~ I -lF = 
E-l;-lFEa:I-a:~FK By Theorems A (3) and B (l), we can put A in the 
-102-. 
form (2) unless -a~ IAI E if2 . Suppose IAI E if2 . It is easily 
seen that c(I © -1 © l· © -1) = (-1, -1) and c(I © - E ©. - TT © E n) = 
( - c., - E n)(E n,-1) = ( -1, -l)(c., -E n) - ( -1, -1 ). An application 
of Theorem B (1) compl etes the proof . 
Theorem F . Let H b e a l ocal field with prime spot -<.J and 
let K be a finite algebraic extension of H. Then e(K/H)f(K/H) 
[K H]. Furthe r, K is a pure ramified extension of H(w ) where 
w is a primitive (pg - l)st root of unity, "'! divides the 
rational prime p, and g = f(K/Qp) . If (e) is prime to 'fl 
then for w as above and some pri me Tr of H(w) we have K = H(w,Trl/e) . . 
There i s a basis for the integers of K over t hose of H. [5, p .241, 
365] . 
Theorem G. Let H be a global field with finite a l gebraic 
extension K = eE~F and local pr ime spot "fl . Suppose 1f =IT '.pe('.j)) 
is the decomposition of -<; as powers of distinct primes over K. 
Determine f('.j>) by NK/H '.j) = ~ fEDKpFK 
where L(':j)) is compl ete at and 
Then H ( ~; ~ ) = 2:1> © L ( '.p) 
e (L (<.p) /H ~F = e ('µ), and 
f(L('.p)/H 11 ) = f('.p) and 2:'.j) e('.j>)f('.p) = [K: HJ. Furthermore 
d9(L('.p)/H1 ) = '1- a('.p) and 
d9(K/H) IT IT ~EiEaF /H1 ) ' 
°I af~ 
where a (i.j>) = e ' ('.p) f ('.j>), and e ' ('.j>) = e ('.j)) - 1 if'. e ('.j)) is prime 
to ~F and e ' ('.]>) '.'.:: e (13) otherwise . [5 pp .429,431] . 
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Theorem H. Let ~1I .•• ,"'fk be distinct local prime spots on 
a global field H. Let a1 , ••. , ~ be integers and let a 1 , ..• ,ak € H. · 
The k congruences 
a. 
x = a . (mod <P . i) 
i T i 
have a solution x E H. [12, 11 :8]. 
1 5. i :s k 
Theorem J. Let H be a.local field with prime spot ~· ff~ 
is prime to 2, then [H* : H*2 ] 4. If -i!- is not prime to 2, 
Theorem K (Limitat ion Theorem) . If K is a finite separable 
extension of the local field H and L is the maximum abelian 
subextension, then N(K*/H) = N(L*/H). [15, p.180] . 
Theorem L (Reciprocity Theorem) . If K is a finite abelian 
extension of the local field H, then the Galois group of K over 
H is isomorphic to H*/N(K*/H) . [15, p .177]. 
Theorem M1 (Generalized Arithmetic Progression Theorem) . Let H 
be an algebraic number field with two relatively prime ideals ~ and 
la. There is a prime ideal ~l of H and an a € H* such that 
~=a ~l and a= 1 (mod l3). If H is formally real, we may choose 
a to be totally positive. [6, Satz 13]. 
A 
g 
N 
Q 
z 
Im 
Re 
tr 
(JT..o 
c ( ) 
J('A) 
M(g.) 
~E ) 
"(i) 
S( 
<±> 
® 
I I 
l } 
' 
) 
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NOTATION 
a matrix with entries 
a vector with components 
norm 
rational numbers 
rational integers 
imaginary part ) 
real part 
trace 
a. 
1 
complement of the ideal at ; at 0 . = {1' € G : tr A a € D 
fo r all . a E at. } 
cl ass of 
diag (A(l ) ,1'(2) , ••• , A(n)); see Theorem 1 . 5 
the matri x (q(l)J ••• ,q(n) ); see Theorem 1 . 4 
see Definition 2 . 3 
th .th . t f • e i c onJuga e o 1\ 
see Definition 2.1 
direct sum 
direct product 
complex conjugate 
transpose 
determinant, absolute value, cardinality 
set 
E~~~ 
[K : H] 
mbv 
M-ideal 
rep 
symrep 
.-105 -
ideal equivalence 
taK~K 
l l 
i ndex of H in K 
module basis vector; see Theorem 1.4 
see.Definition 1 .3 
see Definition 1 .1 
see Definition 1.1 
The symbols D, 6, F, G, e, n have a special meaning throughout 
the thesis. See t he beginning of Section I. The special notat ion 
used in Section IV is not listed here . See Definition 4.1 . 
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